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THE FASCINATING
COLLECTING HOBBY

MANUFACTURED BY

PERFECT
MINIATURES
MECCANO LTD.
LIVERPOOL

VICKERS-SUPERMARIRE
SPITFIRE" FIGHTER

(Camouflaged)

Dinky Toys No. 62e
Scale model of the Vidcers-Supemnarine
"Spitfire/' one of the fastest fighter air-

craft used by the Royal Air Force,

No. 62e Camouflaged

Price 8i. with Tax 10i.

No, 62a Aluminium Finish

Price 81, with Tax 101.

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"ENSIGN" AIR LINER

Dinky Toys No. 62p

Scale model of the largest British atr liner.

Six models available named: "Ensign,"
"Elsinore." "Explorer," "Echo,"

"Ettrick," and "Elysian."

Price 2/OJ with Tax 2/6

RAILWAY MECHANICAL HORSE
AND TRAILER VAN

Dinky Toys No. 33R
No. 33 Ra Railway Mechanical Horse.

Price 1/0 i with Tax 1/3

Dinky Toys owe their popularity to their scale propor-
tions, wealth of detail, and attractive finish. Ask your
dealer for prices or write direct to Meccano Ltd., Binns
Road, Liverpool 13, for a copy of the latest price list.

18-P60NBER QUICK-FIRING FIELD SON UNIT

FLYING BOAT 'CLIPPER III"

X&3AS

Dinky Toys No, 162

Comprises scale models of an 18-pounder Quick-Firing Field Gun, Trailer
and "Light Dragon" Motor Tractor.

Dinky Toys No. 60w

Scale model of the Pan American
162a "Light Dragon"
Tractor Price 2/8 with Tax 3/3

162b Trailer Price 10 d.

162c Gun 104,
with Tax 1/-

1/-
flying

at I antic

that took part in the
experimental flights

trans
in 1937

Complete Set Price 4'4 Tax 1/3 Price 2/04 with Tax 2/6

SIX-WHEELED WAGON STREAMLINED BUS DOUGLAS DC-3 AIR LINER

Dinky Toys No. 2Ss

An interesting model of a modern three-
ton wagon. In assorted colours

Price 1/71 with Tax 2/-

PETR0L STATION

Dinky Toys No. 29b
Fitted with rubber tyres.
Price 10d. with Tax 1/-

Dinky Toys No. 6Qi

Scale model of the Douglas DC-3 air liner,

which is in regular service on many
American routes.

ice 1/6* with Tax 1/9

"¥*

. FILLING AND
SERVICE STATION

Dinky Toys No. 48

Accurate reproduction of a filling station.

Price 2/OJ with Tax 2/6

TAXI, WITH DRIVER

ROBOT TRAFFIC
SIGNAL

Dinky Toys No. 47a
(Four face)

Price 3d. with Tax 4d.

No- 47b (Three face)
Price 3d. with Tax 4d.

TRACTOR

No. 47c (Two
Right-angle or back-

to-back.
Pnce 3d. with Tax 4d,

DinKy Toys No 22e

Price 1/3 with Tax 1/§

STREAMLINED
RACING CAR

'THUNDERBOLT

SPEED CAR

No. 33Rd Trailer Van. Price 1/3 with Tax 1/6

Complete Set, L.M.S.. L.N.E.R., G.W.R., or S,R,
Price 2/3 with Tax 2/9

Dinky Toys No. 36g
Fined with detachable rubber

Price 1/54 wi *h Tax 1/9
tyres

Dinky Toys No. 23s

Similar in type
"Thunderbolt"

to the
car.

Assorted colours.

Price 1/31 with Tax T/7

A fine scale model of the car
G.

Dinky Toys No. 23m
1

in which tapt. G. E. T.
Eyston set up a world land
speed record of 357*50 m.p.h.
at Bonneville, Utah. U.S.A.

Price 1/5* with Tax 1/0
i

CIAL
Will readers of the "Meccano Magazine" please note that, due to pressure

o other work, we have compelled tempo to discontinue our

Repairs Department, and no further work of this kind can be accepted.

When we are able to resume work in our Repairs Department we
at once make an announcement in the "M.M." and to our dealers.

MECCANO
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STRONG catapults, price 3/6 each post }d.

"MICRO-TEL," Combined Pocket Microscope and Telescope,

price 5/- post

•
comp

AND MAGNIFYING GLASS,

,
post 4<i.

•

1/6

PLASTIC WHISTLES, price 1/9 each post <jd.

POCKET MICROSCOPE, price 2/6 post 4d.

BAKELITE BINOCULARS, adjustable focussing, price 2/1

1

post 4<L

LONG RANGE BINOCULARS, magnification 2 X,

Adjustable focus, price 8/6 post yd.

BOYS* AND GIRLS' ROLLER SKATES, price 25/- per

double ball bearing.

pair,

^1

Only Address

200^202, REGENT STREET, LONDON

Selo Films are worth snapping up because

they are the best in the world, and they arc

still available in limited quantities.

may have to search for them but the effort

will be well worth while because Selo

Films give unsurpassed results.

And when Ilford Limited can again devote all

your needs, British made Selo Films and other Ilford photo-

graphic products will once more be obtainable everywhere; and3

as before, they will be to be the best in the world.

BRITISH MADE BY ILFORD LIMITED, MAKERS OF ALL KINDS
OF SENSITISED PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS, ILFORD. LONDON
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ADD THESE TO YOUR
RAILWAY!

Is your layout "all clear" these days ?

(f not you should see about some
signals right away! Despite wartime
restrictions we stilt have a good stock
of gauge ,#0" signals In both the
orthodox Semaphore type, which
lowers the arm, and the new Upper
Quadrant signal shown in our Illus-

tration.

These signals are available In various com-
binations with Home or Distant
arms. The balan

or uistant (Fishtail)

weights and levers are
so designed and sprung that they can either
be worked as hand lever signals or from cabin
Prices (free of Purchase Tax) from 2/6 (Sema-
phore type) and 3/- (Upper Quadrant type
(Also ground signals). See full details
GR.17 Gauge "0M Railways List, 6d. post free.

INCREASE YOUR GOODS
STOCK
Here Is an
illustration
of our model
G. W. R.
1 2 -

open
ton
goods

wagon. New
include latest

Open, 3/

wagon
type

tax 5dM

models
L.M.S.
L.M.S.

G.W.R. OPEN WAGON, Price 3/-,

For the
. »00" gauge Table Railways

Enthusiast, gee TT.17. Price 3d. post free.

Covered,
L.M.S.
7d. All

S.I 7 Model Ship List. Price 6d, few
Bargains in Fittings still left. Send for SL/17

tax

Brake. 4/
other goods vehicles

in stock in G.W.R. t L.N.E.R.
and S.R, colours are FREE OF
PURCHASE TAX, See GR.17,
Price 6d- for details.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
LONDON: 112. Nigh Holborn, W.C.1. MANCHESTER: 26. Corporation Street

Run your model railway on the right

MILBRO
eepers,

true-to-sca!

replicas of the

Send 6d for 10Q-pogt catalogue.

Prices:

• --

Steel Rails

BattenI

Sleepers
Steel Fishplates

Die Cast Chairs
Point Ltven

9 9

m m

*

J/- doi. vds.

2/3 dox.

%h P«r 100
Sd. par dox.

1/f per 100
1/- each

TRUE-TO-SCALE

All pncei subject £« 15% increase.

MILLS IR05. (Mtdtl Engineer*) LTD.. Dipt. MM.. ST, MARY'S ROM. SHEFPIliD
Uniin Shiwrtims: l m Vlctarla Ctlefimrft, VlcUrli Inn. StithiBpten Rtw, W.S.1

H kkWIN ON M

SURE WINNER PREMIER OF THE SKIES

A Wakefield Type, 50 inch span ing Mo e

Complete Kit, including Plan and Printed Sheets

15 / Pos Free
Plan an Printed Sheets o 3^6 Free

SPITFIRES, HURRICANES, etc.,

Flying Models, from 4'6 Post

Solid Scale Kits of every kind, from 1
76 Post Free

Send 3d. for NEW CATALOGUE, illustrating a full range of Kits

from 1'3 to 21'-. All prices subject to 75fo Purchase Tax.

ELITE MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLIES VmKS\V .*d

W 91ENDEAVOUR
YACHTS

These new Yachts are the latest

thing for fast racing work. All of
the hulls are hand made in best
yellow pine. Cabin skylight extra.

Prices:

17-in. Yacht with automatic
rudder ... • -*

21-

27-

36-

in. Yacht with automatic
rudder,*, ... ... 24/9

In. Yacht with Brainc
type steering -..

in. Yacht with Braine
type steering ... ...100/

Carriage extra*

. 54/9

-i

Make the Perfect Model
Railway Track with
Bond's Parts, All Hornby
Models will run on this.

PRICES, Standard Gauge 'OO p and
O f Parts suitable for Hornby Models*

» i i

Steel Rail, sheradised finish

Cast Chairs, slide-on fit

Fishplates

fc Sfeepers, stained

rf£Pins
% Track Gauge

*• * ***w

to

*-*

*««

•

** *

* m ft

"OO"
2/6 4oz, yds.

2/- 100
4 id. dot*

it* Z 1/-100
4 Id* pkt.

yd* each

»oM
2/9 doz. vd$.

1/6 100
41d. doz.

•100
f& pkt.

1/2 each

#1 We can still supply a large range of Railway Models and Parts also Ships'

*%)
•*

Fittings and Aeroplane Materials, etc.

Send for New 1941 Catalogue. Price B^d

BOND'S r EUSTON ROAD LTD
357, Euston Road, London N.W.I

Telephone: EUSton 5441-2 Est. 1887

QW+i'

WAY

th

Included with each bottle and tin of

Johnsons Developers there are
tables giving the time for correctly
developing any make of film. By follow-
ing these, beginners and experts alike can
be sure of getting the best results of their

I

exposures. This Is the Johnsons way to
successful photography*

For fuller information on how to
develop films and how to make prints,
write for free booklet to E/M Dept.

CyUtMrt^f

HENDON
* '

For a
SPECIAL OFFER I

J J!0 P.O. Johnsons will send you a

30-60 0t<

enou

f

ution§ one packet

OR
free one tin

sh for 4 or
5 Spools; one 4*oz. 'in Add Fixing to make 3.0-60 o?.
solution! one packet M.Q* developer* enough t& make
36 prints. Send to Dept. EjM.

JOHNSON & SONS Manufacturing Chemists LTD., HENDON, N.W.4
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TRI-ANG TRICYCLE No. E2 (Regd. Trade Mark)

STREAMLINE"!
Steel body with opening side door, upholstered seat,

screen end direction Indicators. 9 in.

with malleable hubs, { in. tyres*

Suitable for ages 4 to 7*

new type
Hand brake

useable wind
sy-clean wheels
Length 44 mi.

Cycle chain drive with free-wheel. Frame and forks bcic quality weldless
cycle cubing 16 In, front and rear wheels. 1| in, jointless sponge-rubber

Roller lever brake. Ball-bearings throughout. Coll spring laddie
CHROMIUM FITTINGS, Black, blue or rikaroon.

tyres

TRI-ANGTOYS
Obtainable from all

Good Toy Shops and
Stores.

"UNITY" BOY'S CYCLE No. 1 6 PB
U In. frame. Finest quality British tube. Wheals 16 In. x 1 1 In. CHROMIUM
PLATED rims. Dunfop pneumatic tyres. Roller lever pattern brakes. Three-coll
addle. | In* * f In. roller chain. Ball-baarings throughout. Complete with
equipment and finished In blsck, blue or maroon. AH usual bright parts

CHROMIUM-PLATED. Agei 7 to 11.

"FAIRYCYCLE" (Regd.) MODEL No. 2

Cycle tubular frame ind forks, 14 in. wheels. 1| in. jointleii sponge-
rubber tyres. Ball-bearing pedals. Roller lever brake. Two-coil saddle.
Chain cover. Stand. CHROMIUM-PLATED FITTINGS. Bfack, blue •r

maroon

,

>

ALL TO SCALE CLOCKWORK TOYS
Almost every type of road transport is represented. Each model
constructed and fitted with long-runnfng mechanism and some are

with electric lights.

Is strongly
fitted

MINIC Traffic Control Car
Ml NIC Mechanical Horse and Lorry with

Barrels*

Ml NIC Vauxhal! Cabriolet.
Obtainable in camouflage colours.

MINIC Tank. Length
3J ins. Obtainable In

en-nouflace colours.

Mi'AI/C DAIRIES
SfSO GAlLQm

Ml NIC Mechanical Horse and MilkTanke r

MINIC CanvM Tilt Lorry.
Obtainable in camouflage colours.

MINIC Sin Whiel Army Lorry.

Mods by ASK YOU* DEALER TO SHOW YOU THE R.\hlQE OF MIVIC QARAQES MINIC Farm Lorry,

#
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THE GUNS OF THE Pu s ng Date 1st

Editorial Office;

Binns Road, Liverpool 13

and

Vol. XXVI. No. 8

August 1941

With Editor

»

River

There are many ways of crossing a river or waterway,
from jumping across it, if it is young and narrow enough,
to passing over it on a giant bridge or under it

immense tunnel. Neither tun-
nels nor bridges :ire rare, and

dispatches, and the D.S.O
1929 he has held a succession of Commands that

have given him fine opportunities to exercise his flair for

l an

many e
r

of con-

structing them have been tried,

but there are few places that

can boast such
of

a tunnel that was built on
sunk com-

; or a
dry land and
fortably into its

bridge, nearly 1

is

miles

afloat

whole
novel structures,

which will be described

st ra

issue, are

American engineering.

bridge is no
it has an

ingenious arrangement whereby
one of its

v pulled back
can

well left

in the middle of the next, thus
giving clear passage for com-
pa

in the War
XXL—Sir Philip B. Joubert

Philip Joubert
de la Ferte was born in Calcutta,

in 1887, educated at

Elstree, Harrow, and Wool-
wich, and entered the Royal
Field Artillery in 1907. While serving as a

Air Marshal Sir Philip Bcnntt Joubert de la Fcrle, K.C.B., C.B., C.M.C.,
D.S.O., Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Coastal Command, Royal Air

Force,

as

For three
have included four

Air Force
successive years he was Air

Officer Commanding the splen-

did R.A.F. displays at the
s.Hendon Air

1934 to 1936 Sir Philip

was Air Officer

work in building up the

newlv-formed Coastal Com
mand during his brief command
of in 1936-7. He

to

R.A.F.
there in one

this

of the

in India, and flew out

of aircraft

bought by the Government for

the use of the Viceroy. In 1939

he was back again in England,
insome tim>

charge of the air defences of

When the first of the

this

again

showed his initiative by staging

air manoeuvres in

country held

a own of defence

system so that valuable lessons

might be learned from it.

Last year he made a

for hims as a
first-class

striking surveys of the war
situation.

In June Sir ilip was
re-appointed Air Officer Com-
manding-in-Chief, Coastal
Command. In this

nery

officer he became in ten:

pilot in September 1912.

qualified a

seconded to the Royal Flying

the war of 1914-18

> a

his exceptionally varied experience will be of great value,

has to carry out aggressive

he was
and in a
fighting duties

intelligence will have full play.

ids b and keen

19th August 1914 carrying out the

on
st air recon-

* * * *

In addition to the artic

naissance over the enemy, a flight to the of

to in my

in ium, to discover the whereabouts of the

graph, next month's issue will include

ain Bernard Acworth, D.S.O.,

Army. In 1916 he was transferred to

and subsequently was sent to

para*

article

ing

MIS Of

of his services

war services

was
where in recognition

an Italian Order. His
a «ng
There will

Navy. The cover picture will show
view of the guns of a battleship.

the second instalment of "Railway

h im *

men six in Engineer's" description of •ay w
237
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Building ern United

La Guar la Field
/
New York

By ward T. Myers

A IRPORTS in the

l\ have
States

developed from the
old "landing fields" of early aviation

?s. "fields'*

large tracts

outskirts

were
unused land on the

cities, and when the
of commercial aviation

becam the
to

equip them

municipal
them and

as municipal

o

as or better

its neighbours, in the hope
scorning a permanent calling

on an air mail line.

Air lines arose and
rapidly in the twenties of the present

but
had only begun

people flew, and those few wriv
either adventurous or on missions of

and death. Geographical con-
in the United States did not

r

similar

of

een
and Paris.

In recent years, as aviation became
an established means O sport,

thousands of people and tons of

mail and express freight were
flown daily, the imperfections of the

OI apparent
were usually too far from the business
sections of the cities, and they could
not be used by trans-oceanic aircraft,

\v Sep; flyih

had to be established. Efforts were
. .

then made to correct these and other

instance

planned its Exposition
Island as a future

, Chicago
ing its World Fair

use, and NewIsland for a sim
York planned and constructed La

Guardia Field, now one of the world's for

airports.

nding the shore line, as in

When in
T
ork set

order to provide long runways for

e air liners of the future it

to provide the very best in facilities

for air liners as well as for passengers.

the

was decided that the area of the field

intensive work was begun on a site

be increased to 550
partly by reclaiming 349 acres from
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The adminisiratiun huilding at the landplane base, La Guardia Field, New York, as visualised by the architect.
The illustrations to this article are by courtesy of New York City Works Progress Administration, U.S.A.

at first known as

Airport.

!(.• Nortl 1 the river and
owned un- piles of "till"

Long Island, a 20-min.
from the heart of

peninsula

Hast River—wh ich
river, but a narrow
Long Island and

on a peninsula island not far offshore,

of cinders

utilising vast

on an
mounds

1

an as

the so-called

had been
on this island for over

50 years, and some of the smoulder-
is a ft.

wa s

between
and

acres in

on

field

It had three small

\ north shore, half hidden from
_r

ing hills were over I
^"^

______ ;_
KJ

had become an East River landmark.
This material was transferred to

side of the peninsula,

ere an

the road by a hill.

The first task in developing this

Hying field was to level the hill. The
'Till"

by large uneven rocks dumped along
the new boundary, protected th*
_^_ ___.__._ *-._
filled area. It was carried in trucks

~ _ 1 _. ^_^ _

i

ver a
removed was used as

orary trestle

across the East *er. This
was 2,280 ft. long and 24 ft. wide,
and w i n^r enmmert

using the river, it

a steel, floating swing-span
weighing 300 tons.240 ft. long

bridge

of steel and
had a

The imposing front of the landplane administration building, showing the motor traffic circle and ramp that
for discharging and loading passengers at two levels of the terminal.

The trestle was
supported on "H" piles,

wooden deck tha t provided two
traffic lanes.

These facilities for transporting the

'fill' enabled the work to be carried

on on a big scale. The force engaged
was
lights were installed throughout the

to 5,000 men, flood-

field and island, and
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con tinued by da
shovels and 40

and night, 20 steam
trucks being used

in levelling the island and transport-

17,300,000 cu. yd. of "fill' to the

When the erection of the

an the number of work-
-

men employed rose to 11,000, and
by early in 1939

building air mail

and
, express

'gage facilities, a passage for

on
and the whole

trucks, and a post office; and on the buildings is

three

group of seven

first floor are the mam concourse

ticket windows,
and the

operations

quarters.

out in the form o

an arc. Each hangar is 350 ft. wide,

165 ft. deep, and 42
from ground to roof

increased to

2(>, men
Planning the runways

considerable skill, more than might
be apparent. Wind direction

ve all. so

at

had to

first a "wind-rose
made from

ram was
records

showing the prevailing winds at the

was
the

site. A runway 6,000 ft.

constructed in the direction

most frequent winds, the north-west,

a second a mile long in the

direction of the second most frequent

winds, north-east. Both are 200
widej and two shorter runways
150 ft. wide, were laid east to west

and north to south respectively!

One of the huge landplane hangars at La Guardia Field.

The floor con its entire a vast

Guardia
declared

was
service

restaurant, cafeteria, kitchen, and
and encircling

just after midnight on 1st December
is

over-

anc an1939. It has
flying boat bases, so

can transfer easily and quickly from
trans-continental air liner to ocean-

an observation

looks the flying field. The circular

third

rol

unobstructed space. The steel

whole front are raised

to givew

a

ngoin

base has its

or vice versa

n administration

of the building

floor on which are the tra

and communications offices and
weather bureau, and on the roof

is a control tower, the floor of

400 ft.

entire fro

buildin

is ample room

a mile-long concrete

e extending across

of the administration

On this therei s.

loading or un

hangars, and maintenance which is 56 ft. above ground level

12 big air liners at same
With a imum fair-weather

*

The architect's drawing reproduced
on the opposite page gives a good idea

Facing the flying field is a loading

rm 1,500 ft. long and 20 ft.

wide. It is connected directly to

the first
floor of the

rotunda,

interval of 2 min. between machines
720 flights could be operated in and
out of the airport in 24 hrs., a capacity

• several years ahead. The( )i

userunways are well lighted

night, and the latest equipment for^

a n
an

d by blind flying i; i

o p e n
promenade
on
t o

second -floor

The seaplane base is at the extreme

*western section of La Guardia Field

administration building onwith
the

building is circular,

three

at form.
Tli is

roof
long
pro-

two rectangular

its

in diam..

has

wings at

wings a corridor with waiting rooms
menade is a
favourite
van t a g e

point for
visitors.

on si to

i.i in
j

» thai connects the terminal

in the bay. Ana
outside observation platform extends

The lower

around the building at the third

floor level, and on the roof is equip-

jrvation.

o n t h e u is a

The main concourse in the landplane administration building.

of the layout and traffic facilities at

the landplane base. The main build-

ing, or passenger te.rm.ina 1, is 300 ft.

long and on the flying field side of

it is a huge central rotunda 170 ft.

in diameter. In the basement of the

opposite
page shows
the

Central
way side of the landplane ad-

ministration building, and the traffic

for

dischargingand loading motor car pas-

sengers at two levels of the terminal.

This imposing building is flanked

ment for upper air

The seaplane ha
structure with live sides, four of

which provide openings for seaplanes

ing boats. Each opening isand
cover by a
operated door similar to those of the

landplane hangars. vme
circle, with ramp, that are on the fifth side of the

ena air-A concrete

craft to be hauled to and from the

and Zi.IV.
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Th Lif rvice in rtime

'"THE work of the National Life-Boat out to an accompanying barge, other
is strenuous -in times of

in wartime it is far more so. During
IS months of the present war

life-boats have saved 3,526 lives; that is

to say they have saved more lives in this

period during last ]0 years of
peace. The greatest of the many services
of the life-boats to the fighting forces was
that rendered in helping to bring off the
British Expeditionary Force fmra Dunkirk,
In this work 19 life-boats took part and
helped to bring off thousands of men. All

19 boats were damaged; one never came
back.
The story of the services rendered

by the life-boats at Dunkirk and
elsewhere is told in an

s of men were then taken off and put
aboard a destroyer lying farther out. This
went on until the weather became so bad
that it was impossible for the troops to
reach the life-boat through the heavy surf,

and she then made for home. On her way
she picked up from a whaler 1 7 men who
were all that remained of a party of 150
who had been working on the beaches for

four days. She reached
after being out for over 2

1

to %*essels in distress from the ordinary
dangers of the sea. The finest rescue of
these months of war, and one of the finest

in the whole history of life-boat

safely

hours, having
off from the beaches about

men.
Coxswain Knight of Ramsgate and

service, concerned a steara trawler driven
ashore as she returned home from the
fishing grounds. For that rescue the King
awarded the coxswain of the life-boat the
George Medal, and the Institution awarded
him its gold medal. The trawler was the
"Gurth" of Grimsby and the life-boat the

ity of Bradford" of the Hurnber.
coxswain was Robert Cross, who has now
won the Institution's medals for gallantry

"

six times.

The it n was driven ashore

publication, "The Life-Boat Service
and the War; The First
Months:'* recently iss

* -

Royal National life-Boat Institution*
This splendidly illustrated book is

i IK

full of stirring tales of rescues under
enemy fire and in the wildest storms.
The work of taking off the troops

from Dunkirk began on 2(ith

and on the 30th the Admiralty asked
for every boat that could be collected
in 24 hours in all English ports from
the Humber to Southampton. They
came at once, something like a

*
of them—titg s , trawler

s

d rifters, la \ i nches

,

sailing barges, yachts—and life-boats
of the Royal National Life-Boat
Institution. The first two life-boats to
reach Dunkirk were the "Prud
of Ramsgate and 4 i

borough'* of Margate, both of which
went direct from their stations.

The Ramsgate life-boat under
Coxswain H. P. C. Knight, with a
crew of eight, left at 2.20 in the
afternoon, having in tow eight boats,
mostly wherries, loaded with cans of
fresh water for the trot >ps. She reached
Dunkirk at eight in the evening, and
found seas breaking in water so
shallow that the boat could not get
close to the shore. lay off, and
life-boatmen maimed the wherries
and rowed in through the surf. They
landed the cans of water and then
began the work of taking off the men.
Each of the wherries took eight at
one time, and rowed out through the
surf to the life-boat which, in turn,
as she was loaded up
vessels lying farther off

near the Humber on a night of

February 1940. The night was very
dark and cold; it was snowing heavily,

and the wind was blowing with fierce

squalls. The trawler lay with her
bows on shore, and the seas were
breaking over her quarter and sweep-
ing along her deck. Two of the life-

boat's crew, at that remote station

at Spurn Head, were ill, and there
was no one to replace them. The
life-boat had to out with
six men. and the whole rescue had to
be carried out in darkness, for the
coxswain had not a man to spare
to work the searchlight.

The seas were breaking con-
tinuously over the life-boat. The

ing in themotor mechanic,
after-cockpit at his engine
was just able to keep his chin above
water. Repeatedly the men were
knocked down by the seas, shaken
and bruised, and only from
being swept overboard by clinging to

were flungthe handrails as

across the deck. But again and again
in the darkness and. heavy snow the
life-boat worked her way
the trawler, was lifted high above her
and nearly flung on her deck. She
could stay alongside only for a

1 i fe-boatmen weremoment. Two
and in that moment they had

seized a man and dragged him aboard.
Then she went astern. Sometimes
she to go astern no one

"Guide of Dunkirk," the new life-boat that went to Dunkirk from tbe
building yard. She was built out of a gift of £5,000 from the Girl Guides

of the Empire, and is to he stationed at Cadgwilh, Cornwall.

put out to larger
in the darkness,

and transferred the men to them. Then

Coxswain Par of were

rescued, and it was all to do again.

One by one six of the nine men of
the trawler had been rescued when
the port engine of the life-boat

A rope had been washed

so onback to the waiting
through the night to the accompaniment
of falling shells and bombs. The life-boat
brought off about 800 men that night.
She went on all through the next day and
night until 1.30 on the following morning,
by which time she had taken off another
2,000 men, and the eight wherries had all

sunk. There was no more that she
could do, and so she returned to Ramsgate.
The Margate life-boat under Coxswain

E. D. Parker got across to the beaches
near Nieuport. There in the darkness the

awarded the Distinguished Service Medal
for their gallantry and determination.
There could be no finer tribute to the
work done bv these boats than the follow-

ing words quoted from the commander
of a destroyer who saw the Margate men
at work: "The manner in which, with no

off load
continuous

thought of rest, they
after load of soldiers,

bombing and aerial machine-gun
will be an inspiration to us all as long

as we live

Our

i >

cov shows
el.

. .

coxswain heard a voice calling from the
shore. He took the life-boat in as close as
he could, and French soldiers waded out
to her up to their armpits. The life-boatmen
dragged them on board and took them

Coxswain Parker of Margate at the
In the midst of the new perils of war it

is easy to forget that the old perils of the
sea remain. In the first 18 months of war
there were 928 launches of life-boats to
vessels in trouble on account of the war,

.
9

but in addition there were 741 launches

overboard and had got round the propellerr I #

It was impossible to cut it away. With
only one engine running—and the danger
doubled—the life-boat went in again and
yet again, until one by one the last three

of the nine men had been rescued.

The life-boat's dangers were not yet
over. Before she could move out of the
broken water her stem had hit the bottom
several times and her rudder was split,

but she was still under control. She moved
seaward; the scuttle over the port propeller

was lifted and the rope round it was cut
away. Then she made for Grimsby, where
she arrived at eight next
been out for 1 1 hours. Her crew were
more exhausted than the rescued men.

lilt ruing,

mt,Th£ Lif&Moat Servic*
Eighteen Months " Royal
siiiutioHi Life-Boat Depot

,

Price If- post fret.

the War; The Fust
Nat iona I L ife-Boat In*
Boreham Wood, Herts

t
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Bristol'* Beaufort general purpose monoplane.

fort

Fine RAF. General Purpose Aircra

SINCE taking its place in the war
equipment of the Royal Air Force the

"Bristol** Beaufort has frequently been
mentioned in Air Ministry communiques.

ships by this latest form of aerial warfare.
On reconnaissance, too, they have been

•j iIt is designed for bombing, general rec
mussance, torpedo bombing, and for use as

purpose land plane, and it has
proved to be a great success.

have attacked

a

of the utmost assistance to the Royal
helping to convoy our
they have been playing a

Battle of the

As bombers

valuable part in the
Atlantic.

In view of this cons is high per

targets as the German battleships
"Gneisenau" in dock

such
"Schamhorst
at Brest, and other harbours, docks,
aerodromes, and gun positions of the
enemy. Cherbourg and other Channel

Antwerp, Ymuiden, Flushing, and

formance it is specially interesting that the
Beaufort is an all-" Bristol" product, the
airframe, engines, and the power-operated

and constructed
It may

designed

Norwegian waters, have been the scenes of
swift offensive actions by Beauforts of the
Bomber and Coastal Commands—powerful,
low-flying attacks made possible by the
machines' exceptionally high speed com-
bined with relatively "heavy bomb

turrets

by The Bristol Aeroplane Co
also be mentioned that after careful
consideration the Australian Government
chose this machine for manufacture under
the Government scheme in the Common-
wealth, and the first of these aircraft
produced in their

flown.
have already

The Beaufort carries a crew of four.
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A view of the Beaufort that shows the power-operated Hun turret amidships. The photographs on this page are
by courtesy f>f The Bristol Aeroplane Co, Ltd.

workThe Beauforts have also done fine
as torpedo carriers, and on the 13th June
last one of them flying near the Norwegian

battleship that

consisting

na vigator,
bomb-aimer or

and gunner.

was "protected"

The pilot, with his controls and equipment,

On
several occasions the machines have flow

n

to within 50 ft. of the sea to launch
their deadly attacks, and they have taken

toll of enemy transports and supply

is accommodated on the
level than the1 1 1 'j.her

side, at a

extends fn -m

fuselage to ami

c-way that
extreme nose of the
ys. On the starboard

side and just behind the pilot there is a
table for the navigator or bomb-aimer,

together with a seat that can be stowed
under the table when not in use. The

-

ss sta and
located between

seat are
main spars of the

wing centre section, and the
occupies a turret amidships in which are
twin guns and an automatically adjusted

In addition to forward-firing guns
and those in the turret, another version
of the Beaufort has a backward -firing

gun in a little blister" turret under the
starboard part of the fuselage nose. Tins
gun is remote-controlled and is

with the aid i mirrors. Details
bomb and torpedo loads carried are not
available.

The crew enter the machine through a
reached by means of a retractable

ladder just forward of the gun turret
In an emergency they can bale out through
emergency exits provided in the floor and
roof of the fuselage nose.

The exceptionally complete e

and
There is also a

carried includes navigational, phorograpnic,
radio apparatus, and equipment for

1 m
-|

ing m
collapsible dinghy for use in case of a

descent on the water,
Beaufort is the latest addition to

the range of high-speed twin-engined
mid-wing monoplanes employed by the
Royal Air Force. It is an all-metal machin
of course, with stressed-skin covering of

sheet. The main
port and

plane is in

r

4 #

wings
and a centre section that is passed through
the fuselage and bolted to it. The two
Bristol" Taurus engines are mounted

low in the leading edge of the wing centre
section, with the tops of their cowlings
level with the upper surfaces of the wings.
Each of these sleeve-valve radial engines
is nominally rated at 1,065 h.p., and
drives a constant-speed airscrew. The
exhaust collectors form the leading edge
of each cowling, and controllable gills

overnin.; the flow of cooling air are
round the trailing edge. This cooling

air is collected by a ducted open ing in the
leading edge of each wing. Fuel is carried
in four main
section and < >ne in each

the machine

, two in the wing centre
wing,

cannot
exact

be given,
but it is known to be greater than that of
aL_ urn . m., ., > - it * * t r\/\f\ *t
the Blenheim/' which is 1,900 miles;
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Leominster, 12£ miles from Hereford, was
passed in 17£ min. after spirited running
up the climbs and broken gradients. The
minimum up 1 in 112 before Onibury was

,JL J

39, and on the final long pull at the same
inclination Church Strc

o7 m.p.h
station amid beautiful scenery being passed
in the fine time under the circumstances
of 49* min. miles. Down the ensuing
steep descent the rate of travel went up
once to 71 m.p.h., though otherwise the
wartime 60 m.p.h. maximum was

The Last Webb Compounds

The name of the late Mr. F. W. Webb
will ever be associated with his large-scale

development of compound engines for the
former London and Nortli Western
Railway, of which company lie was Loco-
motive' Superintendent from 1871 to 1903.

period though never attaining high speed,
but were erratic performers and there was
much double-heading. An improvement
was the plan
cylinder valve

s, commenc-
ing with "Benbow/'
could be linked

the high-pressure
many of the later

observed. Thus after covering the last 12|
miles in just under 14 min., Shrewsbury
was reached in 63£ min. compared with the
72 min. allowed in the time table.

In the opposite direction 5072 "Compton
Castle'' (since renamed "Hurricane*') with
445 tons made a grand climb to Church
Stretton, 12 in 21 i niins.,

up
These aroused con con-

were very variable in

Bepan
Mr. Geo. Whale,

performance. His 2-4-0 and 2-4-2 loco-

motives were really 2-2-2-0 and 2-2-2-2

respectively, since the driving wheels were

wl10 succeeded Mr.
Webb at Crewe in

uncoupled, deriving
separately from the high or
cylinders.

propulsion
b ucc

ire

man y
these compounds as

on

J ust 40 years ago, when corridor carriages
2-cyl. simples

were becoming commoner and
traffic

conse
was increasing considerably. with

similar lines

andnew
sor

Webb was

rising 4-4-0

arge driving

increase in train weights, Mr.
ing his last and probably
compound classes, i:om-

came

cou
7 ft

engines with
1 in. in diameter.

the "Jubilee" or "Black
Prince" class, of which there were 40
examples numbered 1901-40. The two
high-pressure cylinders were outside the

ones
inside. The size of the latter, 19 £ in., or
afterwards 2Q£ in. in diameter, with a
stroke of 24 in., seemed much more suitable

than the 30 in. diameter hitherto employed
for the single low-pressure cylinders of "the

3-cyL engines. On "Iron Duke" and
subsequent compound locomotives the
boiler pressure was raised from 175 to 200
lb. per sq.

' 4-4

class. All the other
Webb express en-
gines were gradual ly

* and the
last of the converted
4-4 -Qs was

sc

w
drawn about 10
years ago.

illustrations
An '

'Alfred The Great" four-cylinder compound of the former L.N.W.R.

are reproduced by courtesy of the Step
son Locomotive Society.

1

Fine "Castle'* Running over Steep Gradients

being well sustained at 33 m.p.h. up the
final 1 in 100. Gentle runnine followe*
down the long descent

running
thanks

Excellent
G.W.R.

*

is being
heavy

to the
line start, the net time to Hereford allowing
for signal delays outside was only a minute

m.
Next the "Alfred the Greatcame tne Aiirea tne ureat or

"Benbow" types, of which there were 40,

booked speeds not greatly inferior to peace
schedules over the steeply-graded West to

North main and joint lines between Bristol,

Newport and Shrewsbury.
m.r_ trr\r>n ntr.i *™ *r. it

over the pre-war
locomotive

65-min. Good
work was displayed again on

the following stages of hard going, such as
a minimum of 34 m.p.h. on the 1 in 100
to Llanvihansel, so that several minute

No. 5032 "Ush Castle
»
w a crow

Nos. 1941-80. had considerably
larger boilers. The high-pressure cylinders,

at first of 16 in.

train weighing; 4n0 tons behind the tender,
northbound from Bristol, after a maxim inn

of 610 m.p.h. the lowest part of the
were soon

reduced to a diameter of 15 in., that of the
r pressure cylinder remaining at 20 A in.

These engines, carrying grand old battle-

Severn Tunnel sustained 26 m.p.h. up the
... x I

1 in 90 from the Welsh exit. Delays

were regained to Pontypool Road, Up the
final pull from the Severn Tunnel towards
Bristol the engine proved her gameness by
clearing the first 3 miles at 1 in 100 at 36
m.p.h., getting up to 42 m.i h, on the short

ensued on the stages to Newport and
Hereford, which prompted some magnifi-

ning level stretch, then settling down to
a minimum of 34 m.p.h. again on the next
3 miles of 1 in 100, so that in spite of some

ship names now familiar on Stanier "Jub- cent recovery work along a difficult road. concluding signal checks the awkward 15
ilee" 4-6-Os, bandied loads for the 8 A min. being regained to Shrew miles from Severn Tunnel Junction to

Stapleton Road, Bristol, were covered
start to stop in 22J min. and more time had
been winch was decidedly to
the credit of the engine and crew under the
present difficult conditions.
These runs were logged by Mr. O. S. Nock.

Novel L.N.E.R. Aids to War Weapons Wreek

The large clock that for many years was
Jed above two of the main lineiem

platforms at Liverpool St., but was
temporarily removed for reasons of safety,
was converted during London's War
Weapons Week into an office for the use

boards wereof local organisers
fitted in the dials, and a considerable space
was available within this novel sanctum.

kiosks were set up at the principal
termini, while at Liverpool St, and King's
Cross the company's loud-speaker

S.R. No. 21C2 "Union Castle/* the second of the new "Merchant Navy" class. Photograph by T. R. Robinson.

ment was
propaganda officials.

ip-

ced at the disposal of
ft.
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S.R, No. 21C1 "Channel Packet" al the head of a train. This air-smoothed locomotive is the first S.R, "Pacific." Photograph by courtesy of the S.R,

Centenary of a Famous Tunnel

It is just 100 years since the opening
for traffic of the 10 miles of railway on the
borders of Lancashire and Yorkshire,
through wild and difficult country, on
which occurs the famous Summit Tunnel,
cut through Pennines. The
route is now part of the L.M.S. Central
Division, formerly the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway, and is on the main line

between Manchester (Victoria) and Leeds.
At the time of its construction, Summit
Tunnel was the longest and one of the most

England, beinoteworthy in 1 mile

1,125 yd. in length. It is sometimes called

Littleborough Tunnel, as that place is at

one end.
The cost of building the tunnel was about

j£30G\000, and 8,000 tons of cement and
23 million bricks were utilised. About 1,000
men were employed on the work, which
lasted for 2i years and was a task of con-
siderable magnitude and danger. The
maximum depth below ground is 300 ft.

The first signal box on the former L.&
Y.R. fitted with electric block
apparatus was at "VYalsden, controlling
traffic at the eastern end of this tunnel.

having been brought into use in 1874. In

direction of approach there are long
and partially steep gradients leading up to
the tunnel.

S.R. Locomotive

For reasons of economy, all S.R, mixed
traffic, goods and passenger engines of

types are to be painted black unlined.

Examples that recently left the works are
already at work "dressed in sombre guise.*

1

green
Pacifies.

1 '

A rlli

is the colour
"Lord

scheme for

Nelsons/'
urs

1
(including the ''Remembrance"

class), and "Schools/' While present stocks
of olive green paint last, however, certain
of the next most important types of passen-
ger engine will be painted the old shade.

The. new style of lettering with numbers
491 cab or bunker side is now standard, so
that in general the plan adopted will be
similar to present L.M.S., and L.N.E.R.

L.M.S. Rhymed Salvage Appeal

In furtherance of the company's salvage
scheme and to make it all-embracing, two
striking coloured posters have been dis-

played in tons, offices etc.

bearing verses urging the need for avoiding
waste. The following is the text of

rhymed appeal to save as much paper and
cardboard as possible:

Put litter in the basket
And never on the track;

Keep the platform tidy

Soon you'll get the knack.

Then papers by the
And by the score,

Carefully collected,

Will help to win the war!

What have you salvaged to-

periods are thus available in between for

freight train running.
From Paddington the close succession of

vario

r

One-Day Season Tickets for H.M. Forces

The London Passenger Transport Board
issues all-day season tickets to members of
H.M, or Allied Forces on leave in uniform
*

in London. These tickets cost 1/- and are
available for unlimited travel from 10-30

a.m. to close of traffic on the same dav.
They are available over practically all the

destined fast trains leaving at
5-minute intervals between 5-55 and 6-10
p.m. is maintained. The 3-55 p.m. South
Wales express has been restored, and
several important trains are regularly run
in duplicate. More Waterloo main
services on the Southern now call at Woking
in each direction, in order to connect with
outer suburban trains. Many of the timings
« »n this still a
seinRtn. e to those oi 1939

striking re-

tube" I'S and itan and
and manyDistrict lines in the

suburban areas, as well as all London
trolley bus, tram and omnibus services
stretching out long distances in all direc-

tions. Travel by trains owned by the four
main line companies is not included.

Extension of North London Electric Lines

As part of the joint L.N.E.R.-L.P.T.B
electrification plan "tube" trains from
Morden. Surrey, via London West
stations, now run through to Mill Hill on
the former Edgware branch of the L.N.E.K,
which until recen was a

,

earn single

line. Through workings bv this route to
Edgware will

The Stockholm Railway Museum.

In the State Railway Headquarters at

the Central Station, Stockholm, is a fine

collection of models, documents and relics

that have been gathered together during
the past 25 years to portray the early

history and general development of railways

in Sweden. There are models of all the
principal types of rolling stock in use since

1856, as well as a fine electrically-operated

replica in miniature of the great Arsta
Bridge, with model signals and automatic
train control, This bridge is of the arch
type, with extensive approach viaducts,

and carries the railway over a river in the

follow later,
when the necess-

ary track and
other alterations
are
Electric working
to Hitrh Barnet
was ins t ituted

year, with
"tube"
running through
o II to the
G,N. section,
L.N.E.R,, near
East Finchley.

British Summer
Time Tables

Fach of the A Webb four-cylinder compound of the former L.N.W.R. after rebuilding as a two-cylinder

four main
companies brought tl leir summer time
tables into operation mi the same date this

year. Frequent holiday expresses or very
long non-stop runs cannot be expected
just now, but the standard wartime services

have been augmented where necessary and

simple by Mr. G. Whale.

suburbs of Stockholm. Within separate
buildings, comprising old sheds as at York
are a n urn old

more sleeping and
vided

.

rem*

locomotives, including a Beyer Peacock
"single" of the class known as the "Spinning
Wheels," painted bright green and embell-

level as those

ment cars pro-
ahout the same
last year. Six

long-distance restaurant-car expresses leave
A 1 1

Euston every weekday between 10 and
10-40 a.m. Similarly "from King's Cross
there are batches of

ished with much J" lis

Among the old vehicles exhibited is also an
ancient English-built three compartment,
four-wheele carriage

.

* * * *

northbound
between 9-30 and 10-10 a.m., and also

from 12-45 to 1-25 p.m. Uninterrupted

The longest stretch of straight track in

the Lmited States is on the Seaboard
Railwray between Wilmington and Hamlet,
North Carolina, a distance of 79 miles.
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Photog ra

Lookimq or Interesting Subjects

be surprised at the results, Explore every
side road. If there is nothing interesting

to be seen ahead, try an old tip of mi
turn round and look in the opposite
direction: this often reveals something
quite unexpected and interesting. Make a

of
**

your pic

when

the near foreground the result is

different and often very attractive.

In spite of every care, however, the
majority of snapshots include more than
is either necessary or desirable, and this

can be got rid of by trimming. Try covering

"finds

return home pick out the

re

you

of them anil tackle
them with your camera on
the * next opportunity. As
regards prohibited subjects,

just use your commonsense.
If you
about

have any doubt
a

* P

JCU scene
cross it off your list at once
and so avoid any possibility

of trouble. Several readers

it *rA Fine Old Drainage Mill

n. t.ji7.

A. C. DeU, London

have written to ask me
there would be

any objection to their

I
HAVE often heard my young photo-
graph rumblinff about the

ects for their

er friends

lack of interesting'

cameras within easy distance from their
homes, and complaining that there is

nothing exciting or attractive to occupy
their time and films. It is quite true that

photographing a certain sub-

ject on which they were
keen, and I have been able

advise th&n. I shall be
to do this for any

so send along your
queries as they crop up.

If

opportunities for

restrictions due
are limited by
war, and that

you are un
enough to get further afield

into a new
many favourite subjects are now entirely
prohibited. Nevertheless there are stilt

of interesting pictures to lie got,

the only difference is that they have to be
looked for more carefully than in peacetime.
We

district your
opportunities will be greater;

but here again my advice is

Another interesting photograph by J. Taylor, Bradford,
•'Spring in the City."

ho titles it

to make a preliminary survey before

setting to work the And

are asked
travel as little

government
this year.

ore many of us will be spending our

now for another tip worth rememberin
When you come across an interesting bit

that you think will provide a good picture

make a note of the and try to
return to it with
your camera at

about the same
hour. A

up with strips of paper bits of the top or
om or one or both sides. Move the

strips about until you have isolated the
best part of the picture; then trim away
all that is not wanted. The result is almost
always an improvement.
The pictures on this page are good

examples of the kind of subject that can
be tackled with any camera.

scene
that looked very-

attractive in the
for

in .stance, may be
morning

quite dull in

the afternoon,
because the
position of the

sun has changed.
Do not be

tempted to try
to make pictures

wide stretches

or sea

,

nothing inwith
the mediat
foreground
results are a
disappoir

the

ngland"—John C

holidays at
away. Here is an o

s r> c a
ain

how little we reallv know of on
of finding better

.

•

rea included in the
g the

th a small camera.

neig Take a w with
r »

Always arrange to have

along the familiar waj the defi

something interestin

and then the more
bject of looking for suitable subjects for

pict

this

into

tal

foe n-

d.oiln
of the

will look after themselves. A
e your cameras on picture of a ide

survey. Turn the wa
game by challenging your friend

3W at finding subjects, and you w

of for

instance, is always unsatisfactory bees

there is no centre of interest. But if

arrange to have a small group of peopl
"If only I could reach those pedals I" This child study
U the work of L. W. Humm, Geraldine, New Zealand,
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Concrete Poles for Electricity Supply

Electricity supply companies in South
Airica are experimenting with concrete
poles in order to reduce the consumption
of steel. The type of pole approved for use
near towns, where the height, spacing and
loads are more or less fixed, consists of

three cylindrical legs braced with cellar

at intervals, merging into a single

cy lindriciil top portion. Using these units,

es can be built up to any
height with little or no change in the size

of the concrete members, and the necessary
resistance to any specified pull can be

by varying the reinforcing and
the spacing of the three legs.

Awards for Beautiful Bridges

The American Institute of Steel Con-
struction has a committee to

select the most beautiful steel bridges

com and to tralhc during

A scene In a British locomotive works, showing a Vaughan 90-ton overhead travelling crane lifting a 4-4-2 type
locomotive. Photograph by courtesy of the Vaughan Crane Co. Ltd., Manchester.

1940. The committee will make its selections

on the basis of photographs submitted as
entries, and will award four stainless steel

plaques for attachment to the
they consider to be the most beautiful in

the following four classes: Class A, bridges

or more to build; Glass B.
bridges costing from £50,000 to £200,000;
Class C, bridges costing less than £50,000;
Class D, all movable bridges.

A Powerful Press

ENGINEERING
oes various

Shaft Sinking Record New Use for the it *»

Armourplate steel

forms of heat treatment during the process

of manufacture, and sometimes becomes
warped and must be brought back to shape.

has

a six-corn shaft The

record for shaft sin

a single month, a world's
liner "America,"

engineering
a > specially adapted

g has been established

six-corn

at the new deep shaft on the West
Rand Consolidated Mine. Krugersdorp.
During one month last year the shaft was
sunk in ft., which beat the record for a

shaft held by the Vlak-
fontain mine since 1936,

A Portable Welding Plant

One of the most striking of the advances
in engineering practice in the last 20 years
has been made in welding, and in this

which was completed in July 1940 by the
Newport News Shipi -uilding and Dry

for straightening such metal. The new
machine is tremen powerful and is

Dock Company, Newport News, for the
service of the United States Lines Company.

een acqu the United States

capable of dealing with plate up to 2£ in.

in thickness. The ram of the press operates
at from 20 to 40 strokes per min.,
upon the thickness of the plate being dealt

Navy for conversion into a naval transport with, and up to several hundred strokes
vessel or an aircraft carrier, The "America" mav be reauired.
is 723 ft, long and has a gross tonnage

27.000. 'Of The propell ing machinery

development Metropolitan-Vickers Electri-
cal Co. Ltd., have played an important
part. They manufacture welding plants
suitable for all kinds of work, much of
which is highly specialised. In the lower
illustration on this page is seen a 50kVA

consists of twin sets of geared turbines
having a designed output of 17,000 s.h.p„
and driving two propellers at about
128 r.p.m. A description of this ship
appeared in the "MM." for July 1940.

A New Diving Suit Invention

machine that can be be used for welding
in either vertical or horizontal positions.

Pressure on the welding
,
electrodes is

By pumping helium-oxygen gas to
divers instead of ordinary air, deeper
and more effective deep-sea diving has
been made With this ure
the diver is less subject to the disease
known as the "bends ' >

but surfers
obtained hydraulically and by compressed
air, and can be applied up to a maximum
of 500 lb. In the background of the
illustration can be seen a special automatic
controller that relieves the operator of all

responsibility for consistent welding.

Cement-Making Plant for Iraq

engineering works rece

much more from the cold than he does
w lie air. When
the helium -oxygen mixture is used
therefore

artificial

necessary to supply
within the diver's suit

A
completed, and despatched to
for the first cement works to

plant

built in

that country. The equipment includes
machinery for crushing limestone, mills

grinding limestone and clay, and a
kiln 300 ft. long for burning and

and this is done by means of electric

Unfortunately,
ever, this practice has been dangerous
owing to the possibility of short circuits,

which could easily prove fatal because of
the diver's contact with salt water.

Re-ce

has
a new insulating material

been introduced that entirely

processing the raw materials. There is also glass. This new

eliminates this danger. It is known as
Fiberglas, and is composed entirely of

was an-
another large mill for making the finished
cement,

the
works is operating at full capacity

it will be able to turn out approximately
250 tons of cement a day.

a machine that automatically
in paper

nounced recently at a demonstration by
the United States Navy's Experimental
Diving Unit in the Washington

with
. This Unit has long been associated

work in the development

*

of submarine and diving safety devices.

A -JM,V," portable spot welding machine in operation. Photo-
graph by courtesy of Metropolitan Vickers Electrical Co, Ltd,
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Railway
•

in Australia Part

By
V\

Railway Engineer
»

N studying Australian railway operation

it is necessary, at the very outset, to

form a general picture of the system as a
wrong con-

striking

to the yard, and many of the timber
bridges on the system permitted a maxi-
mum axle load of only 8 tons; the sparse

whole, otherwise
ception may

t ra fii c the need for in

construction doubtless prompted the choice

developments of recent years—streamlined of the 3 ft. 6 in. gauge
* • • * "l t * 1 i i 1 i it . .^ . i 1 "1

and involved a somewhat circuitous jour-

of over 100 miles on the 3 ft, 6 in.

before changing to the standard
gauge New South Wales train.

Before leaving the Queensland Railways
I must mention, too, the wonderful branch

locomotives, intense suburban
luxurious transcontinental trains

impression of a railway n< twork
like our own, whereas these

ultra-modern activities are mainly confined

of theto relatively small areas. In
individual States forming the Common-
wealth the railways are, with one exception,

run by the State Government concerned;
these lines were projected and built before

the formation of the Commonwealth, and
each State went ahead with its own ideas,

little or no reference to the doings
neighbours. The railways gradually

respective

But although the density of traffic is in

no wav comparable even to that found on
the neigh) ouring lines in New South Wales
and Victoria, the Queensland Railways are
characterised by their long-distance trains.

line running inland from Cairns, in the

north, over the Cairns mountain range to

Ravenshoe. It is quite a short line, as

Australian routes go, 1044 miles in all;

but it includes some of the grandest

passenger and
northward there is a continuous line along
the coast to Cairns, about 800 miles away,

mountai n seene r

y

by any railway

and from this three
westward to the interior.

routes run
these latter

there is a
coast. From

of traffic the
toral lands furthest

from the sea come wool and livestock

in the Commonwealth. The 3 ft. 6 in.

gauge track winds through tremendous
gorges; past the majestic Barron Falls,

where the river drops 900 ft; in the very
waterfalls, on sharply

curving viaducts which, by the way, have

trains; and from o districts dairy

spread out fanwise from
yet evidently with little intention

eventual linking up one

produce, wheat and cotton, together with
a certain amount of minerals, provide the
chief loads for coast-bound goods trains.

no pars

is indeed fit

railways of

For a short distance this line

to rank as one of the scenic

world
Mountain routes also are a marked

feature of

great system.
One might have imagined

that the difficulties arising from
different gauges had been

enough
at home, by the experience of

the Great Western Railway;

yet in Australia an even greater

diversity was allowed to grow
Wliile New South Wales

adopted the
up

a

of

standard

ft. 8V in., her northern
neighbour, Queensland, used
3 ft. 6 in., and Victoria dec
upon 5 ft, 3 in., so that in the

1,300 -mile journey from Kris

bane, through New South
Wales to Melbourne there are

of South
Australia was divided even
within itself; a considerable

mileage in this was built

on the 3 ft. 6 in. gauge, though
fortunately the main lines

radiating from Adelaide were
5 ft. 3 in., thus linking up
conveniently with the Victorian

The
State Express

ous
k

railways of New South
Wales, though here, on the
standard gauge, the main
are of altogether more sub-
stantial construction, 90 lb.

rails being used, and in places

even 100-pounders. The Govern-
ment of New South Wales

the busiest and most
important system in Australia,

all the time under very awk-
ward physical conditions. Quite
near to the coast, behind the

populous cities of Svdney and
Newcastle, run the lofty ranges

of the Blue Mountains, and
on routes running westward to

the plains, which tarry a

substantial traffic in livestock,

farm produce, and so on, very
hard climbing is involved.
When the Great Western line

was built, traffic was scarce

and money scarcer, and to
lessen the cost of construction

in the Blue Mountains the
*

*j between Ade-
A heavy load of sugar cane makes a picturesque sight on one -of ihe

lines in Queensland. Photograph by courtesy of The High Commissioner
narrow gauge
for Australia,

down the

Great Zig-Zag
the

[aide and Melbourne, was one

of the first of this Nearly all the traffic is from west to east,

U.!S
-

railway

mountainside tm a

gradient of 1 in 42. As tratfn

increased this stretch

Finally there was the 3 ft. 6 in. system of

Western Australia, for many years com-
pletely isolated from the - rest of the

Continent, with upwards of 1,000 miles oi

railway-less country between

and in consequence a amount ol

empty stock has to bo hauled in the
opposite direction. The Queensland Rail

most and the nearest

A^onth Australian system.

ways make quite a speciality of long-haul

livestock tralhc. It is quite a usual thing

for cattle to be conveyed over 1,000 miles

by rail; special roofless trucks are used.

i In addition to the trunk, lines there are,

in the more isolated parts of the country,

light railway systems on the 2 ft., or

each taking
are

1

for the

detrained at one or two pla<

2 ft. 6 in, gauge, acting as feeders to the

larger concerns. A picturesque example

of one of these is shown in the illustration

on this page, of a light railway in Queens-

land; the train is so fullv loaded
-*"1-up

In
are used in the

sugar cane that the wagons are invisible!

oria, too, narrow gauge railways

the loco -

motives, as in the Queensland illustration -,

being fitted with spark-arresting chimneys.

The main lines of the Queensland Govern-

ment Railways were originally laid fai

lightly, with rails weighing only 41^ 11 ».

arrange-
to be

en route.

and spelled for a day or two before re-

loading.

From the
traffic between Queensland and New South

the
the

a serious handicap, and a costlv deviation
had to be constructed on which the

gradients wefe kept to a maximum steep-

ness of 1 in 90.

But there are gradients as heavy as

those of the zig-zag tackled in the ordinary
course, by steam locomotives of the
orthodox type. One of the most famous
of New South Wales trains is the "Caves

ress": in the course of its run from
to Mount Victoria it has to

of view of through

es it is fortunate that Brisbane,

capital, lies comparatively near to

State boundary. There has recently l>een

a new line, 69 miles long, on
4 ft. $£ in. gauge from Brisbane to Kyogle,
so that through running is now possible

eensland and New South

negotiate a 20-mile section of mountain
grades of which half is inclined at 1 in 33!

The booked speeds on this stretch are

about 24 m.p.h. and with normal loads

no pilots are taken. Although the loco-

motives are primarily designed for heavy
pullinj5 in the mountains, some9

smart running
sections of the

between
Wales. Previously the State boundary was
crossed at Wallangarraon the inland route,

stop runs are made,
the

on the easier

very long non-
50.9 m-p.h. ot

over theSydney-Melbourne express
30.7 miles from Culeairn to Albury being
typical.
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improved till, in 1925, the very fine "06"
class was turned out, one of which is shown
in Mr, Watson's

have cylin
on this page,
diameter by

stroke, coupled wheels 5 ft. 9 in.

and a very big taper boiler. The
tractive effort is 30,500 lb., a little less than
that of a "Royal Scot." These engines
undertake the heaviest duties on the
system, and
small w
70 m.p.h.

comparatively
at speeds up to

Lately a very interesting practice has
of specially painting the

trains,

em used on the

locomotives used on the
somewhat after the
L.N.E.R. for the Gresley streamlined
"Pacifies/" The New South Wales 4-6-0s
of

green

,

C36" class have been painted
some of the "C32"

4-6-0s—the original Beyer, Peacock
gines of 1891, modernised—have
painted in a livery of red and black.
further tribute to
"C36s' f

1

1

C36" class express locomotives of the New South Wales Railways, and the first to be fitted
No. 3673, one of the

with deflectors. Photographs on this page by T. Watson, West Leichhardt, New SouthWales, Australia."

s recently
of the

the
selection of this design, m its entirety, for
the new locomotives engaged on the trans

Easily the fastest running in New South
Wales is made by a Diesel-driven train,
the "Silver City Comet," which operates

Sydney and Broken Hill in the
far west of the State; this includes in its

schedule a 41.2-mile stretch, from Trida
to Ivan hoe, run at 56.2 m.p.h. The
City Comet" is typical of the many in-

teresting innovations recently offered to
the travelling public m Australia. Powered
by two 330 h,p. engines, this five-car unit

popular in Australia.
The New South Wales Railways own a

very interesting stud of locomotives. Until

service of the Commonwealth
line. There they are engaged in through
workings over 500 miles long, and are

quite recently nothing larger than 4-6-0s
equipped with very large 12-wheeled ten-

with
have been used for nger traffic,

a capacity of 174 tons of coal

though at the present time some stream-
lined Pacifies" are under construction.
The history of 4-6-0 express locomotives in

and 12,000 gall, of water.
The most outstanding locomotive

in New South Wales is however the giant
"Mountain" a *—•-—— —

New South Wales goes exactly 50
type These are

is capable of speeds up to 80 m.p.h. The Manchester firm of
three trailer cars, which run in the centre
of the train between the two motor units

years; for in 1891, three vears before the
British 4—6-4) appeared, the famous

er, Peacock and

three-cylinder simples having 5 ft. coupled
wheels, cylinders 23£ in. diameter by 28 in.

stroke, and a wo pressure of 200 lb.

Co, supplied some very fine 4-6-0s to New

are built almost entirely of aluminium
alloys, only the headstocks and
being of steel. Very careful consideration
has been given to the comfort of the
passengers; the saloons are air conditioned,
and arrangements are made for warming
the air in winter and cooling it in the
summer.
Another very important passenger service

in New South Wales is operated in the
Sydney suburban district, Until a few years

this was operated entirely by steam,
using a small-wheeled 4^6-4 type of tank
" otive. These engines were able to

South Wales.
Blue Mountains,

for the
other heavy grades,

had coupled wheels only 5 ft. in

per sq. in. With such dimensions they are
well equipped to handle heavy goods trains
over the tremendous gradients of the Blue

ms, though on a level stretch one
of them attained 60 m.p.h. with no

maintain a four-minute e ncv ol

service in the rush hours, and needless to
say had to accelerate rapidly from the
numerous stops. The Sydney suburban
area, from the railway point of view, differs

from anything we have in this country.
The entire traffic is worked in and out of
one enormous station—Sydney Central.
The fact that there are no less than eight
running lines approaching the station
ives some idea of the morning and evening

rush, when each line is carrying a passenger
train every four minutes. The position has,

since theof course,

electrification

if

greatly
suburban area,

ofexperience
Southen 1 Railway in England it will be
faced by an ever-increasing

Melbourne Fruit Express
non

as a

t Express N.S.W.C.R., leaving Enfield (Sydney) Marshalling Yards on the first stage of its trip
-stop to Goulburn, 137 m. Locomotive No. 5709, "Mountain" type, load 987 tons?

result.

The signallin itine signalling is automatic, indeed 11

would be practically impossible to handle
a service in any w-ay

;

but here
again Australian practice differs from ours.

Instead of colour-lights, three-position
upper-quadrant semaphore signals are
used; these are electrically operated, and
are m ppearance very sim to those
used on the Ealing and Shepherds Bush
section of the Western Rai in

diameter. It is an astonishing tribute to
that modernised

examples are not merely still at work, but
on some of the most spectacular

duties on the system. I have notes of the
of one of them, now super-

on no less celebrated a train than
Caves Express"; with a 5-coach train

weighing about 120 tons, she went sailing
up the 1 in 33 gradients at 24 to 25 m.p.h.

the

than two thousand tons behind the tender.
rs may remember that No. 5706Li

of this class formed the subject of a very-^.' _- cover iUustmtion to the "mm"
for September 1939. No, 5709, shown on
this page, is hauling the Melbourne fruit

Tins type has become very lias been
English engines the

developed and

express, and is clearly getting under way
in fine style although the load is ne
1,000 tons.

Some interesting items about the rail-
ways of South, and Western Australia,
will be dealt with next month.
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New Wind Tunnel

A third wind tunnel is added to

the research and testing equipment of the
of Dayton, U.S.A.Wright-

*

Mass Production of Curtiss Fighters

The fine photograph on this page shows
part of the final assembly shop in the

great Curtiss-Wright Corporation's Air-

pkine Division lactorv at Bulfalo, U.S.A.,
« •--. • *. i*» * j • ri .

where, it is claimed, fighter aircraft are

now being completed at the rate of 10 a
day by mass production methods. The
types being made in large numbers include

Curtiss "Tomahawk" single-seater fighters

for the Royal Air Force and Curtiss P-40
aircraft for the United

Army Air Corps.
of -Curtiss machines isThe

rapidlv being increased, and will be further

speeded up when three additional factories

are completed this year. One factory is

at Buffalo, another at Columbus, and the

third at St. Louis. They will produce
Curtiss fighters, dive-bombers, scout-

observation, and cargo transport aircraft.

World's Biggest Bomber Makes First Flight

The giant Douglas B-19 super-bomber,
the largest laudplane ever built, has made
its first flight* It took off from the aerodrome

• at Santabeside the Douglas
Monica, U.S.A., and escoi ted by six

Curtiss "Tomahawk" fighters of the United
States Arrnv Air Corps flew to Marsh

7$ miles.Field, Riverside, a
At the controls was Major S. Umstead, a

pilot of great experience, who had spent

the fortnight previous to the flight in

taxying and other ground tests.

The new bomber must have been an
impressive sight as it rose into the air.

It has a wing span of 212 ft •» roughly

equal to the height of a 20-storey building,

and its tail unit is 61 ft, across. When
i

resting on its three landing wTheels it is

42 ft. 9 in. high to the top of the rudder.

The Douglas B-19 has been designed to

have a long range and great striking power
rather than high speed, and to be
to fly above the effective range of anti-

airc

crew
guns aIt is equipped to carry

10, with sleeping facilities for

eight, and taking off with a full load of

drive 16 ft. three-bladed airscrews, and
give it a top speed of about 200 m.p.h.

Now that the B-19 has flown it will be
Subjected to the most thorough testing in

the air ever given to a new aeroplane.
"tJ »

it will be delivered to the
is to

Eventu
United States Army Air Corps,

become a flying laboratory for assembling
and checking technical information.

MLate Arrivals n Club
1

The members of this exclusive club,

formed in the Western Desert, are airmen
who have been shot down in action, but by

Prince Bernhard Now a Qualified Pilot
n rw

Prince of the Netherlands.

who has been training to become a fighter

pilot in the Royal Air Force, has success-

fully completed his course. He wore his

wings publicly for the first time when he

attended a Netherlands meeting in London
recently. The Prince will carry out in-

spection flights to Netherlands units

stationed in this country..

It will be suitable for testing model aircraft

of up to 15 ft. span, and will be capable of
mm »• *

reproducing actual flying conditions at

speeds of about 4(JO m.p.h. The tunnel will

be about 600 ft. long, and 45 ft. in diam.
at its w

Good Work by R.A.F, Coastal Command
Squadron

An R.A.F, Coastal Command squadron
has the enviable record of 2,000 hrs. of

operational flying in three ,months without

a single accident, Much of the flying was
done by night, and in adverse weather
that included the intense cold and snow-
storms early this year. 1 Hiring the three

months the aircraft of the squadron
provided escort and protection to many
convoys, and intercepted several enemy
machines attempting to bomb British and
Allied ships in the Atlantic.

4 «

Curtiss military aircraft being mass-produced in the Buffalo, U.S.A., factory of the Curtiss-Wright Corporation's

Airplane Division, by whose courtesy this photograph is reproduced.

Sun Lamps for Night Fighters A Faster "Master *» Trainer

Night fighter pilots ed of th The Mile one of the fastest

normal quota of sunshine and ultra-violet

have to

being ght shift

une

18 tons of bombs it can fly at least 7,500
miles on one fuelling. The four Wright
"Duplex-Cyclone" engines mounted in its

winers develop a total of at least 8,000 h.p., desired, be tal

during the

To "counteract this' and to help in main-
taining their physical fitness at the highest

level, Lord Nuffield recently offered to

facilities for sun ray treatment
for them. This special treatment can, if

hile the night tight

pile wearing dark gl

eyes for night vision

to

accepted
etary for

—

Air. Each of the aerodromes at which

The generous offer was readily

by Sir Archibald Sinclair

trainer aircraft in the world at the time
it was introduced into the R.A.F. flying

schools shortly before the war, has been
given a good deal of extra speed by
equipping it with a more powerful engine.

The first "Master" had a Rolls-Royce
"Kestrel" engine with a maximum output
of about 700 h.p., derated for training

purposes to around 600 h.p., and its top
was 250 m.p.h. The latest version,

II, has a "Bristol"

engine, a radial type used in such
famous aircraft as the early ".Bristol"

Blenheim bombers and the Gloster

named the
•

se ots are d therefore

shortly be equipped with the latest type of

collective n appa It will

Lble the treatment to be enjoyed
to 12 pilots at the same

* * * *

The life .-lory of the late R. J

"Gladiator" fighters. The change has added
something like 30 m.p.h. to the top speed
of the machine, and has greatly improved
the take-off. Another modification in the
new "Master" is an improved type of

sliding hood over the cockpits.
* * » *

mer of the world-famous Vickers

Spitfire" fighter, is toerrnanne
i i

tiver-and courage have re

tish lines on foot. They wear a blue and
the filmed . Leslie 1

1

be
the well-known

white
_

owing a winged (lying boot.

British actor, will produce the film and
also play the part of Mitchell,

On 28th June last No. 1 Royal Canadian
Air Force Fighter Squadron celebrated the

anniversary of its arrival in Britain a year
previously. During the year it has accounted
for over SO enemy machines.
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The "Bristol" Beaufort, a British twin-engined monoplane med by
purpose machine. (See special article on page 241)

the Royal Air Force for bombing, general reconnaissance and torpedo bombing, and as a general
Photograph by courtesy of The Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd*

Pioneer Atlantic Flier Joins the R.A.F.

Sir Arthur Whitten Brown, who with

Royal Observer Corps to the Rescue

A coasta 1

the late Sir John Alcock the first

direct non-stop ilight across the Atlantic.

has received a com
Air Force. He was

-IS.

in the Koyal
in the war of

Observer Corps recently

of an aeroplane circ

was em

the Koyal
so u nd

area, which

crew at the post
in a heavy sea fog. The

the sound as

It was on 14th June 1919 that Lieut
Whitten Brown, as lie was, and
Capt. Alcock took off from St. John's,
Newfoundland, in a Vickers "Vimy" twin-

ane that had been used in

war and had been adapted for the
transatlantic attempt. The following day

landed at Clifden, in the Irish Free
flown 1,960 miles in

15 hrs. 57 min., at an average speed of

about 120 m.p.h. Their achievement caused
a great sensation, and was a triumph of

courage and navigation.
During recent vears Sir Arthur has been

associated with the Metropolitan-Vickers
organisation.

that of a Lockheed "Hudson" recon-

naissance machine, and when it was no
longer heard they became anxious. They
telephoned to a coastal aerodrome near by
and set in motion methods of co-operation
with the observer centre and other posts,

and were thus able to keep the

hav in \i

coastal station informed of the machine's
position.

When the aeroplane approached another
aerodrome the coastal station was able to

tell this second one to put on its landing
lights. These were seen by the pilot of the

who was then almost skimming. <
•

M

the ground, and by another machine also

lost in the fog, and both aircraft made
perfect landings.
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One of the new Boeing 314A "Clipper" flying boats, three of which are being delivered to British

Photograph by courtesy of the Boeing Aircraft Company, U.S.A.

Argentine Air Force Operates Air Mail

"S
.

'

Service

A weekly air mail service ween
Buenos Aires and Puerto Aquirre, on the

Brazilian border, with two intermediate

stops, has been started by the Argentine
Air Force. The carriage of mails by

Big Orders for New Lockheed Air Liner

In addition to big-scale military aircraft

production the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-
tion, U.S.A., are busy on the first of a
new commercial type, the Lockheed Model
49, which has been named "Constellation.

'

a fighting services recalls

similar venture l>v U.S. Air Service in

1934 '
the still earlier mail service

It is a four-engined machine designed to
carry 64 passengers and a crew of seven,
and will have a super-charged cabin for

comfortable Ilight at heights of 25,000 ft

run by the R.A.F. between Baghdad and
Cairo during 1922-6. Both services were
Subsequently taken over by civil concerns.

to 3o, 0(h) ft. Four 2,500
engines will

300 m.p.h.,

it a top
its calculated

Wright
of over
cruising

speed is 285 m.p.h. It will have a range of

5. miles, which will be enough to enable
it to fly across the Atlantic to this country
and back without refuelling.

Army Training Corps Badge and Motto

"Venture Adventure" has been approved
H.M. the King as the motto of the

Air Training Corps, and a badge embodying
this motto has also received Royal approval.

"A ir Training

The badge represents a falcon rising on
spread wings and surrounded by a circlet

of scarlet and the words
" in gold. An astral crown, with

mating wings and stars, surmounts
the design, and at the foot there is a golden

of the

German "T.T," Rider Now Prisoner of War

Nazi 4 t

ace
L * *

motor
cyclist who rode in the Isle of Man T.T,
races, is now a

w
war in the

Middle East. He was Hying a Messerschmitt
"Me. 109" when he was shot down by an
R.A.F. fighter.

When
nised by

to the Mess he was recog-
an officer who had seen him

riding in the T.T. races. Very reluctantly

the German acknowledged the recognition,

and he did not give the Nazi salute. Per-
remembered that the German

made themselves unpopular
when they "heiled Hitler"

in 1938. Schroedefprize-givm

w hen
English fairly well, but

prisoner he affected to have
forgotten that, too. He admitted, however,
that the Luftwaffe were not enjoying
desert They dislike

"Hurricanes" even more than
sand, which, they complain, continually
interferes with their engines.

Second Boeing Flying Boat Delivered to

Airways

"Berwick," the Second of the three big

boughting 3 14A flying

Britain from the United
ment, lias been delivered to British

Airways. It arrived recently at

and left shortly afterwards for Bathurst,
in East Africa. From Bathurst the present
England-West Africa flying boat service

runs on to Lagos, where it connects with
a trans-Africa land plane service to Cairo.

At Cairo, and
are made with the

air route, which operates from Durban
via East Africa and India to Sydney
Australia.

at Khartoum, connections
>ire Horseshoe
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Here w& review books of interest and of use to readers
of the '*M«\fJ* With the exception of those issued by the

Scientific and Children** Book Clubs, which are available

only to members, we can sttpply copies of these hooks
to raulcrs who cannot obtain them through the usual
channels. Order from Booh DepL, Meccano Limited,
Binns Rowl, Liverpool J3, adding 1f- for postage to the

price. Postage on different books varies, tut any balance
remaining will be refunded.

The Discovery of Man t *

aEngines of War"
(A. & C, Black, 7/6 net)

Here for the first time we have a vivid
picture. C< > in as far as
security allows, of our own new mechanised
array. It has been prepared with the full

coo

By Stanley Casson
(The Scientific Book Club. 2/6 net)

For some time now we have been digging
and delving to lind the arms, tools, utensils

and even the homes of our remote an-
cestors, and through these remains to learn

how Man has gained his mastery over the
this has been done is here

by Mr. Casson, and older readers
of the "M.M." will acquire from his book
a real knowledge of their own race and
its wonderful history,

mis more than 2,000 years

of the War Office, and con
tains a foreword by General Sir John
Dill, Chief of the Imperial General Staff

ago, with facts and legends handed down
to us

The text is accomp: a wealth of

splendid illustrations, many of them from
official photographs, and

c writers and travellers.

The interest grows when we read how a

Catholic priest

explored Kent's
little more than a century ago and

the the tooth of a rhinoceros

book is an excellent production that
will bring home to us what is involved

in modern war on land. A

alon£ with a

roj
on every copv sold is given to the
.-» t i- t r* _"'___ l •_L"Ji * .. . i-
Soldiers',

Families Association.

Every phase o f

and Airmen s

rn

warfare is covered in the book.
see liow light and heavy tanks cross

rough, muddy or otherwise di

cuu
W

and go into action; we work
men

D

the euns of

the Royal Artillery and of the Anti-
Aircraft Defence Units, and accom-
pany the Royal Engineers in their bridge

and other constructive work.
. i

story of its nine months* activity.

As correspon
Gardner will

of the BB.C Mr.
known to readers,

most of whom will have heard his striking

despatches from the Front, including at

least one in which the roar of exploding
bombs punctuated his story. There is the
same realism in his book. In part this is

m his diary, thus giving
_*_ i . - i^^ —M—^f j ^B_. i

reproduced
direct impressions o f the wit-

surpassed

nessed; and now he is able to reveal names
and details that previously had to be
kept secret. The result is a story of ad-
venture and heroism that can scarcely be

ge after page is packed with
of terrific combats and daring

deeds. We read of the exploits of such men
as Cobber Kain and Orton, of the fighter

and of Pilot Officer Davey and
his comrades of the 12th Squadron who
went out to bomb the Maastricht bridges,

which had not been demolished. Of
six crews chosen for the Maastricht
exploit there were only two survivors

n

Owing to difficulties that have arisen as the result of war

conditions it is impossible to guarantee the immediate delivery

of books ordered in accordance with the scheme explained at S
the head of the first column on this page. For this reason readers

.

who order books must be prepared for some delay, but every

effort will be made to ensure speedy despatch.

but the bridges were broken.
The book is splendidly illustrated

r 30 full trp plates

D
P
a

<<The Boy Electrician"

By A. P. Morgan and J. W. Sims
(Harrap. 6/- net)

nnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnDnonnnapnap
the fazine

*

is

flint indication of the
immense age of the human race.

Then we turn to the infantry, and finally Other discoveries

with Signals and the of the

various Corps that supply the Army with
all it needs, from food to ammunition, and
with the training of recruits.

"Action Stations"
By Kfr-AK-AuMikAi. H. G. Thukshkld

of these
*

IS

followed. The
written round

mad e them so that we run ure

wasthem at work. One of the
Schliemann, a grocer, and a very successful
one, who used a fortune made in business
in digging out the remains of ancient Troy

who enjoys
eager to learn as much as he can of
electricity and electrical apparatus,

this splendid book, now in its 5th edition,
will be the very thing. It is

up to date, having been entirely re-writteh
and supplied with new illustrations by
Mr. Sims.

To begin with magnetism and electricity

in a way that is easy toare

of to-day in words and
author is an expert who

of the immense

(A. & t*. Black. 7/6 net]

"Action Stations" tells us the full story

of the
u

understands every
and carefully planned Naval Forces of the

and in particular is aware of the

importance of the little ships in modern
war at sea. With this in mind he begins

his story with the work of the destroyers.

which falls the duty of protecting

To the w s amazement he discovered
in successive lavers remains of three
historic cities, one of which was that of
the famous siege, and, beneath them,
those of six prehistoric cities of the Bronze
Age. Schliemann followed this up b\
wonderful discoveries in Greece itself.

The discovery of famous fossil

and other relics of ancient Man, and what
these have taught us about our own

also find a place in the book

understand, and then instructions are
given for making hundreds of fascinating
experiments that will satisfy the desire of

every reader to see for himself how prac-
tically every kind of electrical

works. All the apparatus described has
been actually constructed by boys, who
have also carried out the experiments, so
that the authors know exactly what their
readers need to be successful. They explain
how to build machines for generating
static

circu its,

how to arrange
construction of

convoys, and of the trawlers, corvettes which will set its readers looking for more bells and alarms, electrical telegraphs and
and other little ships that are playing

such a magnificent part in the relentless

fight against the U-boats.
Next come cruisers and battleships, the

big ships that take the brunt of the heavy
iting that at times becomes necessary.

of the work of these
in the Mediterranean,

help us to realise their value and to under-
L

stand the need for them. Explanations of

the running of a submarine and of the
manner in which the Fleet Air Arm does its

job complete a very striking survey.

The 75 fine photographs that illustrate

the story have been selected carefully, most
of them from official sources.

about the topics on which Mr. Casson
writes. There are eight full page plates,

"A.A.S.F,"
By Charles Gakdnkr (Hutchinson. 7/6 net)

On 1st Septe 1939 squadrons of

British bombers flew across the Channel and
landed in France. They were the advance
guard of the Advanced Air Striking Force,
which for over nine months remained our

telephones, shocking coils, transformers,
and a host of other fascinating electrical

apparatus. Details are given of electrical

apparatus developed in recent years for
use in industry, transport, eardenim? and
the home.
radio and

s are devoted to
construction of practical

front line of the air and fough t a tre

mendous battle against terrific odds when
_an on the Western

Front. Mr. Gardner,' the author of this
book, accompanied the A.A.S.F. as the
B.B.C. war correspondent, and here is his

receivers, the winding and uses of trans-
formers, electric railways and the making
of miniature lamps. Other topics include
accumulator charging, electro-plating and
even the working of an electric organ.
The essentially practical nature of the

book is illustrated by the fact that it

contains 303 drawings and diagrams for
the guidance of the constructor.
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way dent
Th ayton Tunnel Disaster

rs

•v

t

REGULAR travellers between London
and Brighton will probably be familiar

with the fort rcss-1 ike entrance to Clayton
Tunnel, the last tunnel but one encountered

"Southern Electric" glidesi >re

smoothly into Brighton
from the interest that
tunnel mouths with more or

is attached
A pa rt

^4i m

less oma
mental entrances, most Hornby railway
owners will n-.:ree that few better situations

"watching the trains" could be foundfor

than the railwayman s
-'

dwelling that is

between the towers of the north
e tunnel, shown in theentrance to

upper illustration on this page.
It is close upon a century since the line

was to i3righton. 21st
September 1841 bcin<* the actual date.

This month of August however it is just

80 years since a grievous event connected
with the tunnel took place: for on 25th
August 1861 occurred the Clayton Turn
disaster, now lost

a byword among
for

and
railwaymen alike. The one redeeming
feature of this accident was that it led to

the improvement of operating methods and
to greater efficiency in signalling* and
train control.

Clayton Tunnel, or rather the southern
end of it, is situated at the thin! of the
summit points between Clapham Junction
and Brighton, to which the approaches in

either direction are graded at 1 in 264.

Kach of these summits actually is crowned
with a tunnel through the hills that make

climb necessary The ventilating

shaft of Clayton Tunnel rears up on
top of its hill and is a prominent feature

of the landscape. The length of the tunnel
itself is 2.2SS yards.

On Sunday, 25th August 1861, o up
excursion trains were due to leave Brighton
m . J* m . __ti _ _*Ji .__

ore a re

The first train

ar s >pmg nger

and was travelling. via Brighton
come from Portsmouth

the other
from there* In those

the
* <

time-
two were starting

days trams were
interval" system.
from a station at a
departure of the previous one. In this case

the time interval between the first and

! lespatchc< I

given time after the

Second ns was
and between

ten
and

third a quarter of an hour. Actually each
left late, and in each case there was only
an interval of four minutes between succes-
sive trains.

running a good way inside.

I faving come to a stand in the
this train should have

nel

where it

was according to the company's rules, and

*t^

The southern approach to
was then
guarded by a

distant signal

some 30
vurds or so
from the
signal cabin
immediately
before the
tunnel mouth.
This signal
could be put
to show
"Caution" by
means of a

tunnel

the rear guard should then have gone back
to the signal cabin to see what was wrong.
Apparently however the driver commenced

treadle
by

the wheel
*

flanges ,r pas-
sing trains,
but had to be
placed in the

clear"
by

the signal-
man. There
was tele-
graphic com-
munication

The northern entrance to Clayton Tunnel, showing the railwayman's dwelling between the
turrets incorporated in the design of the tunnel end. Photograph by A. H. Owens, London N.YV.2,

between the cabins at each end of the
tunnel, so that the passing of trains out

tunnel could be
nan to

i r

opposite

to back his train, although the rear guard
kept his brake hard on hi order to prevent
this if possible.

In the meantime the south end signal
signalled them in at the other end.

Unfortunately the first ol the excursion
trains did not operate the treadle, so that
the distant signal remained in the "line

clear" position after it had passed; and
for some reason the signalman could not
set it to "Caution." Thus when the second

came

man, having seen
jf

the train over-run his

signal and disappear into

to the north end

proceeded as usual

of passing into the
tunnel, the driver was "flagged" by the
signal

until, on

man not expecting a danger
ion was una hie to stop before

the tunnel,
to enquire whether the train had emerged
at that end. An affirmative
received, the signalman there
thinking that the Portsmouth train* was
referred to. While the Brighton excursion
was still in the tunnel therefore the
ordinary stopping train approached and
was given a clear road into the tunnel,
the signalman
clea r.

cjiig that its way was

Into the tunnel then ran the stopping
train, its engine getting the benefit of the
descent commencing there; and all too
late, owing to smo and steam from
previous trains, the driver caught sight of
the tail lights of the excursion. In spite of
all his efforts his engine crashed into the

n n 1train in front, knocking it forward
ploughing through its rear vehicles for

yards before coming to rest with its

front buffer beam up in the air. The
casualty list was heavy, 23 people being
killed and 175 injured, while the wreckage

the tunnel impassable. It was in

fact the worst railway disaster up to that
time.
At the enquiry the Board of Trade

Inspector recommended the main
of an interval of
between trains,

a system of braking whereby
all the

»pace rather than time
and also the adoption of

one man can
•J H

s at once The

Hastings to Birkenhead Train leaving Clayton Tunnel
Of the former S.E.C.R.

The engine is one
Prize-winning photograph by H. S. G.

of the handsome Wainwright 4-4-0$

Darke, London N.W.I 1.

recommendations eventually were carried
out, and have been a feature of British
railway practice for many years past.
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Th Transformation of Russia

Great Industrial Development

By Harold J. Shepstone, F.R.G.S r

T3EF0RE one tries farm an
JDadequate impression of Russia it

is necessary to realise clearly -he
is no ordinary country, and that she
cannot be judged by ordinary stand-

. She stands on a different plane
from any other land. To begin with,

there is her immensity, over 8,000,000
miles in with a pop-

ulation of some 165,000,000, repre-

senting many different races.

our-fifths of this immense area lies
. Zk

in Asia, the remaining fifth in Europe,
the European population alone being
over a hundred million. She stretches

from the Baltic in Europe to Vladi-

vostok on the Pacific, a distance of

some 6,000 miles; northward to the

Polar regions and southward to the
Caucasus Mountains and the borders

of Iran and Afghanistan. Her form of

government is

the Union of

own as

Kt publics, all

bound together in common ideals and
obeying the central control of Moscow

the All-Russia

n

of

Soviets, which is representative of all

its units and nations.

The of is

attempt, in which she has at least

succeeded, to jump
bound from a purely

country, and a backward one
at that, into a great industrial state.

She planned to accomplish in a few
years what had taken us

trial

many
turies

ions

cen-

per

cent,

people were
illiterate;
technical
knowledge
was lacking.

No engineer-

ing

scientists
and chemists

avail-

among
were

h e

people

sue

r o w n
for

a
colossal
task, their

services

to be engaged
from outside.

To imagine "The Shock Brigade." This somewhat strange wooden creation marks one of the
to Winter Palace Square, Leningrad. All Russian factories boast of their

shock brigades, bands of expert workers whose mission it is to set an example in
efficiency to their fellow toilers.

nation could be converted in a few and the second between the years
"

"

* " ' 1933-38. There was to have been a
but the unsettled conditions in

backward

in

daunted,

years into a
state was regarded at the time as an
impossible feat. But Russia, un-

accomp-
lished her ambition by the resort to

what she termed five-year plans.

There have been two of these plans

the first

it up. In those two e-

'

the years 33,

year plans certain work was scheduled
to be completed within these periods.
In both cases the work planned was
finished within four years, a year

which speaksahead of

volumes for the enthusiasm
which the whole nation acce
their govt s

carried them out.

proposals

In the first five-year plan over
1,000 new were built, and
over two-thirds of them were running
complete with plant and machinery
at the end of the fourth year. These

have not been erected
haphazard at isolated spots; they dot
the landscape all the way from

ad in the north to the Caspian
Sea in the south, and eastward right

"
~"

plan calledaway
for the erection of many entirely new
towns, for the more important fac-
tories are located at strategic points,
near to available raw material, or
close to rail or river* to ensure rapid
transit to all parts of the Union.

were mistakes.

The tractor works at Kharkov, in the Ukraine, are destined to have an output of 50,000 machines a year. erected plants and important works
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to 45,700,000 tons; the figures for

beingthe latest available1936,

126,200,000 tons. The output of oil

1914 was 9,000,000 tons a year;
to-day it is over 30,000,000 tons. In
1913 Russia produced 4,000,000 tons
of steel. To-day she has several single

steel plants capable of an annual out-
of over a million

Her est steel

annual output of 2,500,000 tons. No
wonder the Nazis cast covetous eyes
upon industrial Russia!

Russian worker happyI

small

contented, assured of at a

in his effort

competence, and encoura
s r ingenious propag

Every factory has its Lenin's Corner,
or Soviet, a committee appointed by
the workers, who
discuss conditions and make

regularly to

A typical railway station in the heart of Russia.

tions for greater efficiency.

factory, too, has its wall new

had to be scrapped and started anew.
But such mistakes were only to be
expected in such a gigantic pro-

gramme and with the scanty material
available.

It was my privilege to visit Russia
in 1930 when I spent a month

and
I

found the great motor works at

monotonous. To-day your
farmer toils but eight liours, and has
social recreations in the form of

to which all are free to contribute;
while in the grounds is a striking

array of pictures, beginning with an

clubs, houses of culture,

aero ne,

cinemas and special en nments.

wed by a locomotive,
a steamboat, an athlete running, and

i

Stalingrad stands for heavy indus-
iron

so on, down to the
lobster and snail.

w-movmg
aeroplane

again in 1935. In the latter

—

steel. It is an amazing
place, consisting of four

enden i

Sormovo turning out over 40,000
motor cars a year, but the plant is

so designed that it is to have a total

140,000 cars a year which
if not eclipse, the

Ford works at Detroit. Sormovo is a
new suburb of the ancient

Nijni-Novgorod, now called

As I

walls of its ancient Kremlin, my eyes
wandered across an almost interm

-

forest of

ns.

kept, sep-

the green
the
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the right bank of the historic Volga.
Here are the great shipbuildin
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1

from the
adjacent forests: an-
other the minerals

from the Urals;
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coal of the district into

energy for
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time of my visit some 50,000
upon which over a

million roubles had been spent.

Take a steamer from here down the
Volga and step off at Kharkov,

in the

stations, between thirty

and forty new plants
have been erected. In

electrical
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Stalingrad and other

Ukraine, and you are amazed at the

activity going on. Sleepy old Kharkov
has been turned into a hive of

industry Here

energy is beingobtained
from coal, in others by
harnessing the falls and
rapids in the rivers. By
far the largest of the
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on Dnieper, inalready turning out about 30,000
tractors a year, and being equi
for an annual output of 50,000
is right in the heart of a rich agri-

cultural country, and here we find

the collective farms which are doing is stated that in
-

19I3'the output of

A church in Nijni-Novgorod that is said to possess the and most

South Russia, where monster turbines
generate 400,000 horsepower.
To what extent Russia has been

rialised may be gauged when it

prized ikons in Russia.

represents one hundred per cent., and
* i * . * * * -. *

it is the aim of each department in
the

At
tt

to reach that standard.

much to

attractive

worl
less

v on the land

and
from the

intervals

earned" is allotted to

the

28,900,000 tons. By 1930 it had grown
mines was departments a well

and voting.

various

planned
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New Meccano
ocKwor Tractor Cement Mixer

ONSTRUCTION of the model tractor, bolting a 3'xli*
which is shown in I " j at 1, is 1 1n An gl to two i"x¥

a No. 2 Clockwork Motor to two
94* Angle Girders 1 that form the sides

of the chassis, by four Double Bent Strips.

These Girders are joined together at their

forward ends by two 3*xH* Flat Mates
one hole. The steering column

Kod journalled in two left-hand

Brackets bolted to one of

and it carries at

Worm.

AngleCorner
the Motor
its ends a Steering Wheel and
The Worm meshes with a ¥ Pinion fixed

Rod 2, hearings for which are

two 2rxl|" Double Angle
to the 3* x IV Flat Plates.

The Rod 2 also carries two Collars and a
* Pinion that meshes with a 57-teeth

Strips

Gear 3 pivoted on a £" Bolt. This

lock-nutted to a Double Bent Strip

attached to the 3"xH* Flat Plates. A
l|*x£* Double Angle Strip secured to

the Gear 3 provides bearings for a 3* Rod
carrying two \¥ diam. Flanged Wheels
and two Collars.

A 1" Gear fixed on a l\* Rod journalled

in the Motor sideplates meshes with the

main gear of the Motor. A ¥ Pulley also

^ngle Brackets secured to

the Angle Girders 1 and two
2 J" Curved Strips 5. A Flat
Trunnion is secured to the
Double Angle Strip.

Parts required to build model
tractor: 1 of No. 6a; 2 of No. 8a;
7 of No. 12; 3 of No. 12c; 1 of
No. 14; 2 of No. 15a; 1 of No. 16b;
1 of No. 18a; 2 of No. 19a; 2 of
No. 20; 1 of No. 20a; 1 of No. 23a;
1 Of No. 25; 1 Of No. 26; I of No,
27a; 1 of N». 31; 1 of No. 32; 60
Of No. 30a f; 53 of No. 37bf; 27 of
No. 38; 4 of No. 45; 2 of No. 47;

3 of No. 47a; I of No. 48; 5 of
No. 59; 2 of No. 73; 1 of No. 76;
2 of No. 90; 1 of No, 102; 1 of

No. Ill; 1 of No. 126a; 1 of No.
147b; 2 of No. 154b; 1 of No. 185;
) of No. lS6a; 1 of No. 188; 2 of
No. 190; I of No. 102: 1 of No. IMS:

2 of No. 200; 2 of No. 214; I No. 2
Clockwork Motor.

The model concrete mixer
shown in Fig. 2 on this page
reproduces the movements
of an actual machine of this

kind and is driven by a

Motor. Construction

fixed on the I
i

'•

1 j Rod is connected by
M ileit-

is building

crossed Driving Band to a 2" Pulley fixed

on a 4¥ Rod forming the back axle. This

Kod is journalled in the Gi

Kig. 2. This model
//

1.

The front of the is formed by two

the chassis. The Manic Motor
1 is bolted to the underside of a 5¥x2X
Flanged FlaU- 2. and the lugs at the rear

of the Motor provide bearings for a

can be buill from

ends are

Curved Plates overlapped four and
joined i'xr Angle

feu-mint: the rear axle. Two 1*

<cts to two
Semi-Circular Plates "4. The right-hand

side is filled in by a 5^x2'" Flexible

Plate joined to the chassis by two ¥xY
Brackets. On the left-hand

end
3¥ Rod
Pulleys fitted with Rubber
mounted on this Rod and are spaced from

by two Spring Clips and

passed around
fastened to the 2¥ Strips at the back of

the nan. The 3'r Pulley is rotated by

Rings
ing

-

1 *

are

r bearings
tliree Washers
The framework in which the

»
x2£* Flexible Plates are used,

mixing

and between these a gap of I* is left to

ermit winding up of the Motor. The

drum rotates is built up by securing two
5}" Strips 3 at the front of the machine,
to i"XV Angle Brackets bolted

a handwheel formed from a 1 4

Disc. This Disc, together with a ¥ loose

Pulley, is fixed on a f* Bolt inserted in a

Flat Trunnion bolted to one of the Strips

4. The V loose Pulley is connected by a
length ol Cord to the 3* Pulley.

The mixing drum consists of two 4£*X
IV Flex ! hit- bent as shown and

\"x2¥ Flexible Plates are bolted to a

Hinged Flat Plate by two Obtuse Angle
Brackets and also to the 5 A* x2J" Flexible

Plate of the right-hand side by two

Flanged Plate. Two similar

the rear are atta

the
at

to Flat Brackets
also bolted to the Plate 2. These Strips

attached to a 2¥x¥ Double Angle Strip

at their lower ends. At the upper ends they
are overlapped one hole and bolted to-

3"x\¥ Double Angle Strips. A 2k
are braced by further 5¥

are secured to Trunnion*

Triangular Plate is secured to the Plate

by a \*x¥ Angle Bracket. An Obtuse

Angle Bracket forms a rest for the

half of the Hinged Flat Plate.

A seat for the driver is by

to
the chassis, and their upper ends are bolted
to Flat Brackets and 2¥ Strips.

The loading pan is a 4¥ Flanged Sector
Plate 6, to which two 2¥x\¥ Flexible
Plates are bolted. The back is "a 2.1" x 24"

Flexible" Plate
bent as shown

attached

The Double Angle Strip is secured

a 3* Pulley pivoted on a f* Bolt inserted

in the centre hole of a :H" Strip, An Angle
Bracket at the front end of this Strip is

lock-nutted to a 2£f. Strip attached to the
dw A.

Plate 2 by a X ff
-" AngU Bracket, and

another at the back is secured to a f*
5. This

to

by a 2\

Bolt journalled in the rear

f
* Bolt is fixed to the handwheel.
The pulley of the Magic Motor is con-
----^ by a Driving Band to a T »-«—

mounted on a 4* Rod 8 journalled in

Flanged 9 the 2¥x\¥ Flanged

Double Angle
Strip. The pan

1 o w e r e d

Plate and a £*x ¥ Angle Bracket secured

to the front ~5¥ Strip 5. A Driving Band
passes around the 3" Pulley of the mixing
drum and Rod 8, and also around another

through a 3*

Pulley fixed on
one end
5*

H*x

com
rod, which is

.

journalled in

the Flat-
Brackets
Ixjlted to the
Strips 3, 4 and
5. A length of

is tied at

its centre to a
Anchor-

ing Spring on
the compound

Fig. I. A powerful light tractor driven by a No. 2 Clockwork Motor. rod, and its

A" Rod journalled in the Plate 2
An engine bonnet is formed

5£" Flexible Plates, bent as shown and
bolted to the chassis.

When the Motor is set in motion the mix-
ing drum rotates and the loading pan oscil-

lates to and fro to feed the mixture of sand
and cement into the drum at a regular rate,

3 required to build model cement mixer:
6 of No, 2; 2 of No, 3; 8 of No, 5; 5 of No, 10; 1 of

No. 11; 8 of No. 12; 2 of No. 15b; 3 of No. 16; 1 of

No. 18a; 1 of No. 18b; 2 of No. 19b; 5 of No, 22;

1 of No. 23; 8 of No. 35; 79 of No. 37a; 8 of No. 38;

1 of No. 40; 1 of No; 48; 6 of No. -18a; 1 of No. 51;

1 of No. 52; 1 of No. 54a; 4 of No. 90a; 3 of No. 111c;
2 of No. 125; 2 of No. 126; 1 of No. 126a; 4 of

No. 155a; 1 of No. 176; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 189;

2 of No. 190; 2 of No. 191; 1 of No. 213; 2 of No.
217a. 1 Magic Motor and two 6* Driving Bands
included with it.

«
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b

>

By "Spanner
//

bolted between the two sets of

Ancle Brackets 2.

end to a Bush Wheel, Two 3" Rod* 1

Each of the slide bars 6 rests on its

passed through the Bush Wheel
-i. mm m, - * *»

and

respective Double Angle
between the protruding edges of
Angle Girders 1. The inner ends
slide bars are bolted to a 14* x -I

Strip and lies

m -

joined at the middle of the frame

Angle
forming the cylinder head.

w

(516) Spur Gear

secured to a Wheel Flange

by a Coupling, carry two
Pullev \Y heels, and are held
by Collars. A 2" Rod 2 holding
loose Flanged Wheels 3, spaced by Collars
and Washers, is passed through the centre

Pulley Block
("Spanner"

j

Fig. 515.

shown

lifting tackle tliat

is used entensively in

factories and workshops

(515) Crosshead for Stationary

Engine ("Spanner")

w it is to
handle goods and material
which, while not ex-

( rossheads of the type shown in Fig, 515
are used in large slow-moving engines, in
which they are required to withstand great
thrusting pressures. The connecting rod 1

1

is lock-nutted on each side of a Coupling 4
that carries two pairs of 1£* Angle Girders
1. The Bolts securing these Girders also
hold in olace £*x£* Angle Brackets, one

ceptionally heavy, cannot
be lifted easily by manual
labour alone.

The frame of the pulley
block consists of

of which is shown at 2. A second
ling 3, carrying the piston rod, is fixed to
the \%" Angle Girders and, as with Coup-
ling 4, two Angle Brackets 2 are fitted.

Two I£*X|* Double Angle Strips 5 are

Triangular Plates,

by three 11* Bolts and Nuts. A
Hook is secured on the upper 1£* Bolt
between two Washers and Nuts. Two Flat
Brackets also fixed on the upper 1$* Bolt
provide bearings for a U/ Rod that carries

a f* Sprocket and a \*

Fig. 517.

holes of the 2V Strips and then locked in

Pinion 1. The
operating Chain 2 device is passed over

centre _ _ _

The drive from the propeller shaft is

transmitted to the differential cage through
a 57-teeth Gear bolted to one of the
Bush Wheels.

the ft Sprocket, The i" Pinion 1 meshes
a Pinion secured on a

(518) A Built>Up Eccentric for

>.

»

IV Rod 3 that forms a guide
for the operating

e (P, Smith, Leamington)

a
second guide being provided by
another IV Rod 4.

The |
r Pinion on the Rod 3

meshes with a 50-teeth Gear

Lar
The

r»18 has a stroke of I in. It is constructed
eccen in

by bolting a Double Arm Crank to each
of two Face Plates, two Washers being

mounted on a I* Rod. A
Sprocket also fixed on this

Rod forms the winding drum
for the Chain by means of

r

which the load is raised and
-

lowered. One end of this Chain
is bolted to a Large Loaded
Hook, and its other end is

placed on each bolt for spacing purposes.
A Wheel Flange is secured to one of the
Face Plates by three Bolts, but is

from it by two Washers The
second Face Plate is then attached to the

I" Bolts and spaced from the other Face
Plate so that the strap 1 is free to slide

ML

between them.

over on
Rod and fastened to a

rt length of to

one of the lower 1£* Bolts.

(517)

Friction Differential
(M. Mason, Hull)

A differential gear is one
athe essential mechanisms

I -

motor car chassis, but un-
fortunately some m
bu c 1o not the

gears for assembling
the usual type of component.
Readers who are in this position

be interested

dev
the gear-

onThis
principle and was designed by
M. Mason, Hull

up from two
ge is made
V double

angle trips, which are built

up from Strips and

Fig. 516. ket cted at each

Fig. 518.

The strap consists of two 4%" Strips bent
to the shape shown in Fig. 518 and bolted
together at their rear ends, a Washer being
placed between them for spacing purposes.
At the front they are attached to an End
Bearing 2, in the boss of which is secured
one end of the eccentric rod. The other end
of this rod is pivotal ly attached to the
valve rod.
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no Mod Bui ing etitions

By "Spanner
//

How Would You Complete This Model Crane?

The accompanying illustration

a model derrick crane that is

partly assembled. There are of

ways in wcourse many
such a model could be com
and few model-
builders would

in completing the model must also be
enclosed with the illustrations.

The competition is open to readers
of all ages living in the British Isles

or Overseas, and the prizes to be
awarded are as follows:

Morecambe;
Orders, for 5/-: I. Pearsall,

G. Young, D.
Bradley, Stockton-on-Tees; D. Faulkner,
London S.W.I,
The entries included models of tractors,

guns, steam engines, aeroplanes and motor
cars, and it was a realistic model of a

lorry and double cranked trailer

that won the First Prize for K. Bray,

First

,

i

for 12 12 1-
Loughton,

any
in the task pro-

vided they had
unrestricted

Second, Cheque
Third, Cheque for

choice of Meccano
In this

contest, however,

we are offering

prizes to
*

com-
petitors who ran

complete the
model in such a

manner that it

will lift and
lower loads, luff

and slew, with

fewest parts

consistent w i th

realism and sturdy

construction. Any
Meccano

Competitors
should first build

model
shown

in the illustration

and then com-
plete it according

to their own
ideas,

few
using

parts
as

as

is built up from
to f x±* Angle

Brackets. The front axle is a 2* Rod jour-
nalled in these Girders and it carries two

Flanged Wheels. The rear wheels are
Pulleys fitted with Rubber Rings, and

they are mounted on a journalled in

The two end sections of the trailer are
Strips bolted at each end

Strips and Angle Brai kets, and the
consists of 2|* x \* Double

attached to 1£* Strips and
Angle Brackets. The trailer wheels

Rod journ in 1

attached to . the rear

A neat model of an equatorially mounted
telescope

was successful in
winning Second
Prize for J . Thomp-
son, Southampton,
The" mounting is

rigidly constructed
from Swivel Bear-
ings bolted to a
Crank forming a
base. The polar
axis is a short Rod
gripped in the
"spiders" of the
Swivel Bearings,
and it carries a
Collar Collar
is secured to the

cope and a
balance weight.

J. Darby, Holm
firth, who won

This incomplete model of a der
possible for this

purpose. The model may be driven

bv a Clockwork or Electric Motor,

or if preferred, all the operations may

crane forms the subject of an interesting new competition announced on this page.

Prize-Winners in the field

ird Prize, sub-
mitted several little

models including a

uSimplicity" Competition

gun
er i

searchlight

and an anti-aircraft unit. The
composed of two models, a

be carried

should

hand. Readers The

that nowadays
there are many different kinds of

ing tackle that can bc to

cranes, and that there is plenty

of scope for originality in the design

of the lifting and jib

When the el is s a

photograph or a good drawing of the

complete structure should be ob-

tained together with a detailed sketch

of the gear and
mechanism, These should be sent to

' type of model-building
competition is always popular with model-
builders and contests of this kind never
fail to attract a large number of entries,

The main aim in designing models suitable

for entry in them is to obtain a realistic

appearance using as few Meccano parts as
possible. This is a real test of a competitor's
knowledge of Meccano parts and their uses,

and provides a very interesting pastime.
Some of the models submitted in the

announced in the February issue

of the "M.M." were very skilfully de-
signed, and in some cases their builders

had been careful to select original subjects.
The full list of prize-winners in the Home
Section is as follows:

illuminated by a Pea Lamp,
and a gun. Both the models can be swivelled
and elevated and are mounted on 1£*
Discs, fitted with
sented oy Couplings. field gun is

constructed from Strips and Angle Brackets
and will actually fire Washers or Collars!

Faulkner, London S.W.I, was
a consolation prize for a model

Bren gun carrier, an interesting feature

D.
awar

of which is the provision of idler sprockets
for the creeper track. These are formed

Pulleys pivotallv attached to

Crane Mec 1st Prize. Cheque for ^2/2/-: K. Bray,

from
Flat Brackets and'H" Strips secured to
the chassis.

The superstructure of the model is built up
from Strips secured at the front to Double
Bent Strips. At the back they are bolted
to \\" Strips attached to the chassis. The

cano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13.
Loughton ; 2nd

,

for l\ /\f

A of the additional used
Thompson, Southampton; 3rd, Cheque for

10/6: J. Darby, Holmfirth.

imitation Bren gun is mounted in the lower
Double Bent Strip, and consists of a 2* Rod,

atwhich is attached to a Rod
one end and a Coupling at the other

.

<
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i
GUILDO

News

*

*

WITH THE SECRETARY
Looking Forward

We have now reached the holiday month of the
year, when indoor activities in Clubs and Branches
are least intense. The fine days of the month are
being devoted to cycling, rambling and outdoor
excursions generally, but it is not too soon to think
bout the coming winter sessions, and there are

certain preparations that should be made now if

success is to be assured. Perhaps the most important
task is recruiting New members are essential if a
Club is to be successful, and special efforts should
be made by all connected with both Clubs and
Branches to bring in their friends.

Ideas for the coming session also* should be taking
e. It must he borne in mind that m»*t of the

recruits will he juniors, and special provision should
be made for
average small
Club life if he

the

nil

It is too mu«h to expect
y to get the greatest benefit from

is simply thrown in with a mixed
group of boys of a 11 ages and with greater experience
than himself* For this reason a Junior Section should
be organised, unless of course the Club is a very

11 one. There is no difficulty in this. An Assistant
Leader can bt* chosen from the Senior members of

the Club to take charge of the Section, which could
hold its meetings separately from the Senior Section.
These meetings should be devoted to model-building,
on a scale suitable for the members of the Section,

but care should be taken to arrange meetings of a social

character, and for train operations and similar pur-
suits, in which all members of the Club take part.
A complete separation of Juniors from Seniors is

not advisable.
Enjoyment in fact is the key to success in Club

life. For this reason social events should be arranged
regular intervals, and if possible every meeting

should include a period for light refreshment.

Mr. R. F. Pierce is Chairman of the Monkstown
(County Dublin) Branch, No. 377. This Branch
has ait excellent layout, equipped with electric

ing, on which timetable operations are carried

out regularly. A good Magazine is produced,

Proposed
Cherrytree Avenur,GriuxFOKD—J. CL Cook, 4,

Bannisters Farm Estate, Guildford.
Hemkl HEMFSTKAn—H« Elms, 14, Manerville Road,
Hemel Hempstead; and R, BiUington, 32, Chipper-
fn Id Road, Hemel Hempstead.

Birmingham—Mr. D. F. Felton. IT, Bessborough
Road, South Yardley, Birmingham 25*

Branches Recently Incorporated
410. Duxm-AKK

411-

Mr. J. Williamson, Backcroft
tage, Dunblane! Perthshire,

London—Mr, IL C* Skerralt, 10, Atroy
Fiusbury Pork, London N.4.

Mr. G. H. Alisop, 184, Lane

Cot

4 12, StlCFHELD
Chapeltown. Sheffield.

Branch News
Clapham Common,—Special meetings have been

devoted to running electric trains over special layouts,

the working being strictly to timetable. Mishaps
have occasionally occurred, but have been efficiently

dealt with by the "linesmen*" Informal talks and
discussions on operations are held regularly, with

bv
regularly,

Talks are
on operations are

interesting results* Fortnightly Talks are given
members. The track is being extended by the addition
of Points and more Kails. An
excellent magazine is being pro-

and a " Newsletter" is issued
sent io all

successful Exhibition led to requests from many who
were unable to attend for a further display, and a
still larger Exhibition was arranged. Aeroplanes were
the chief models and these gave special delight to
visitors. An interesting Lecture on the work of the
heavy bombers has been given. Club roll; 18, Secretary:
T. L. Higgins, Endsleigfi Hotel, Bay View Terrace,
Newquay, Cornwall
Acton MX.—Monthly model-building contests are

now arranged. The subjects for April and May were
a crane and a warship respectively, and excellent

monthly, copies
to

being
ofgive them news

Branch events* More members are
required and the secretary will be
;lad to hear from those interested.

ecretary: K. Maycock.St. Barnabas
Vicarage, Lavender Gardens, Clap-
ham Common, London S.W. 1 1

.

Barnard Castle School*—Mem-
bers continue to have good fun
with the Branch railway, the lay-

out of which is altered from time
to time to allow the introduction
of new schemes for operations. A
new Tank Locomotive has given
special satisfaction fn working. An
excellent Exhibition was organised
for the School Speech Day, at
which former members of the
Branch were
R* Churchill,
Castle.

Dunblane.

welcomed* Secretary:

The School, Barnard

This recently incor-

Branch is doing
work. A fine layout is being built

up. Each section is tested as it is

completed and running operations

are continually in progress* Special
attention is being given to Signals
and Points, members being given
thorough instruction in their use

in

the
and in train movementsf both
shunting and in Oilrunning
main line. Scenery is being painted
by members, who are also decora-

tlie Club room, and a 1

has been started. Secretary: J

Bassets

started.

Williamson, Backcroft, Dunblane.
School (Evercreech)

Membership has been affected by
the moves that the School has
been compelled to make since the
outbreak of war, but enthusiasm
still prevails and new members are
Various layouts have been the subject of experimental

use is laid

Members of the Loughton Branch, No. 360, In recent months the meetings
of this Branch have been held three limes weekly and enjoyable running
is practised on the Branch layout, which is continually being extended
and is kept in splendid condition. The services are intensive, and "She Branch

locomotives stand up magnificently to their hard work,

being recruited* A specially interesting entry
contests was a remarkable

for
running, and an excellent track now m
near a stream, the position giving opportunities

introducing interesting bridges and roads, on which
Dinky Toys Traffic is heavy. Mr. H, G* Donald,
Chairman, has joined the R.A.F.. but meetings are
being steadily continued and prospects are excellent.

Secretary: R, G. P. Gulliver, Westcombe House,
Evercreech, Somerset,

Selly Oak (Birmingham }•—Members are now settling

down to regular meetings alter the recent disturbances.

and all are working hard in getting the Branch room
in order and building up the layout. A new Trans-

has been

entries were submitted,
in the second of these contests was a
miniature of an aircraft carrier. A Recruiting Campaign
is bringing in many new members, A special feature
of the effort is that prospective members are invited
to Club meetings, so that they can see for themselves
what is done, A Construction Team has been formed
for the

up
ailed and the track

Several outings
former has been ins
wired for a 2.5v. lighting system.
have been enjoyed by members. Secretary: G
Tones, 12. Blackthorn Road, Bournvillc, Birmingham.
Loughton.—Many new members, have joined the

Branch, aiid separate meetings for Seniors and Juniors
have proved very successful. A new terminus with
four platforms and two sidings for locomotives has
been constructed and brought into use. For the

and outdoor saint's have been in-

purposc of speeding up the preparation of
the new Club layout, and a varied programme of
Model*bui Id ing Meetings, Games Evenings. Com*
petitions and Lectures is being arranged with a view
to the re-opening of the Club Headquarters at the
earliest opportunity. Club roll: 29. Secretary: S. W<
Simmons, 37, Denventwater Road, Acton, London W.3.

Islington M.C—sausiaciory meetings are now
being held, and members have been busy recruiting
and decorating the new Club room. Three meetines

being kfPld weekly. These are devoted to
and the operation of the Club layout, with

Fretwork, Stamp Collecting and Aeroplane Modelling
as additional attractions. New meml-cn

are

the Branch
of

pumnier cycling ana outdoor gamt*s
eluded in the programme, and work on
track continues with a view to the resumption

meetings are again held.

Secretary: G. W. RufldL 10, Elrnhurst Way* Lough-
ton, Essex-

Club Notes
Plymouth MX*—In spite of recent raids the Club

continues its operations, and has not missed a meeting
throughout the war* New premises have been ob-
tained, where there are three rooms for general
activities and a special room for games. Senior mem*
hers are laying down a permanent Hornby Railway
with steel track, and the younger members arc building
a Gantry Crane and various model aeroplanes, A
special layout is available for the younger members,
who have splendid times in operations on it. The
m?w Club rooms are popular and membership is

increasing. Club roll: 90, Secretary: M. Allen, II,

Kosedale Avenue, Pevcrcll, Plymouth.
Oakfidd School (Newquay) MX,—Splendid meetings

with high average attendances have been held. At
pne a discussion on aeroplanes was very lively, and
at another a Film Display was enjoyed* The Club's

enrolled, and all are in high spirits. Club roll: 10*
Leader: Mr. V. Miller, 54 l

f Liverpool Road, London NJ.
York MX,—At recent meetings special interest has

taken in the Club's Hornby Railway, Members
take turns in the

this

ns of Engineer, switchboard
controller and points operator, and good conning
has been enjoyed with an excellent timetable worked
out in detail by one of the members. On the model-
building sidt- a noteworthy effort is the construerion
of a Tank Locomotive in which as much detail as
possible of the prototype, one of the L.M.S. "2500?*
dass, is lining introduced. It is expected that
model will be placed on exhibition when it is com-
pleted. One member has constructed a model of an
adding machine. Club roll: 7. Secretary: G t Hodgson,
1, Surniyside, Uestington Lane, Fulford, York.
Totncs M.C—The subjects of recent model-building

contests have been "Lorries" and "Crams." In each
interesting models were on show, the first producing
a splendid display of differentials, pear goxes, clutches
and stecrina mechanisms, A Table Tennis Tourna
ii i ^ t has bwn played and cricket matches are htdd
regularly, tiHtuiJirs practising assiduously. Valuable
assistance was given by members during the Totnes
War Weapons Week, of which Mr. 1\ Harvey, Leader,
was organi&er. Boxing has been introduced to the*

programme. Club roll: 18. Secretary: T. J. Macnarnara,
"Gables/' Totnes.

J f
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Fun

Reproducing

Dubl Rai

L.N.E.R. Great Central Section

N previous Hornby-Dublo articles dealing
witli operations involving the use of the

L.N.E.K. Streamlined Express Locomotive
and its Coaches, and of the Standard 0-6-2
Tank and Goods Rolling Stock, prominence
has almost always

of

given to the main
Coast

This is natural, for the "Pacific" giants and
other L.N.E.R. items modelled in the
Hornby-Dublo range were developed in

the first place for East Coast duties. This
month, however, we to suggest

how the standard material can be used
operations on another

of the former
in connection
route of the L.N.E.R
Great Central Railway.
Readers may

painted streamliners
point out that the blue-

do not work
regularly on the G.C. route. This is so,

the ordinary "Pacifies" do,

streamlined engines have made at least

one or two appearances. In any case the
miniature railway owner is able to please

himself, and there is no harm in using a
certain amount of imagination and antici-

pating possible future developments.
The same thing may be applied to the

use of the Two-Coach Articulated Unit.

The ordinary
used to make
Articulated Unit is not

Coach Dl can
trains quite well if the

i
as standard

L.N.E.K. stock is in use on all sections

of the railway. This stock incorporates

all the standard Doneaster features that

have been so well reproduced in the

Hornby-Dublo Corridor Coach Dl. One
point about what we

ions

term "Great
fact that

passenger train formations are not as a
e heavy; certainly they do not reach

the tremendous proportions that are the

rule on the East Coast main line. The
moderate loads that are usually made
necessary

is of the av
by the

ge m in iature

system therefore wilt be quite in order
* « ... . .. .-^ ... ii • • a

»

So it is not difficult to assemble miniature
express trains representing quite well the

chief services in and out of Marylebone,
London terminus of the Great Central,

and now headquarters of the L.N.E.R.
As "Pacifies" appear on the longest through
workings, the important Manchester trains

probably will be the chief services operated

by the 1 toraby-Dublo railway owner who
selects the Great Central section as the

line. The complete

at the rear of an express.

For the haulage of thro
for the work are employed there;

express although the Hornby-Dublo range includes
goods trains, the use of the Hornby-Dublo no such monsters as these 0-8-4 Tanks, the"~ " " "

''' " ' Standard Dublo 0-6-2 Tank makes a veryc" will be reasonable, for

practice always favoured
the use of big engines for such work. This

under the L.N.E.R.

efficient

from purely
• >

Local and intermediate goods working call

for the Standard 0-6-2
Tank, It can take a hand in running in

the numerous coal trains from
the South Yorkshire collieries that form
such an important

J.

Central section traffic*

of the Great
this too the

Central", this section has also the inter-
esting feature that it has an alternative
route northward from London, owned and
worked jointly with the G.W.R. This
leaves the Aylesbury route from Maryle-
bone at Neasden, where the Great Central
engines stationed in London are housed,

» ™

various Dublo Coal Wagons dealt with

In addition use can l>e found for
practically all the Hornby-Dublo Rolling
Stock for the general traffic, For those
who make a special feature of making up
miniature loads for their open wagons, the

JLA -

traffic from the industries of
Sheffield, for instance, and other important
places in Great Central "territory" will

and joins up with the G.W.R. at Northolt
Junction. The joint line runs via
Wycombe and Princes Kisborough.
Great Central metals are rejoined at
Grendon Underwood. This route makes it

possible to introduce some
joint working in miniature whether a choice
of routes is available or not. In most cases
space will render it impossible to provide
a "joint line" of any length, but the
presence of Dublo G.W.R. Locomotives and

A Hornby-Dublo express on Ibe main line passing over a collierv branch on which a coal train is travelling.
would be a suitable setting on a miniature L.N.E.R. "Great Central'* Section as dealt with in this article.

oppo for exercising

marshalling ons

journey of 2 12-odd miles, with intermediate

stops alt important centres such as Leicester, This applies of course to portable, railways

give plenty
their skill.

Shunting
always have a special

for this purpose can always be arranged,
sufficiently extensive for interesting work
even if there is not time on any particular
occasion to lay down the whole railway.

Rolling Stock will add to the variety and
W L i. — - _

interest of ions. Goods trains o

A layout
will have to represent the G.W.R, partner
to the joint line, as the Dublo range does
not yet include G.W.R. passenger equip-
ment

In other respects that of actual

Nottingham and Sheffield, gives plenty of

scope for interesting train running in

miniature.
frequently

nvotved in

with the
attachment

that have to be put away when finished
with; a permanent layout usually includes
a shunting yard and this will be practically
m full operation during the time that the

vans of various kinds or their

is m use.

section an im
removal from main line

from the conveyance of odd vans of special

traffic in this way it is a frequent practice

to convey fish vans by express passenger

train on the Great

portant yard specially devoted to coal
-traffic at Wath in Yorks

section of the

L.N.E.R. These vans have come loaded

from Grimsby and regularly make their

way south at the rear of up expresses,

is therefore every -opportunity to

make goad use of the Hornby-Dublo Fish

van, either in the assembly of a fish traffic

special, or by running an odd van or two

. This is a
concentrating point for traffic from a wide
area, and hump shunting is the method
used to sort and marshal the arrivin
wagons into trains according to the destin-
ations to which they are to be forwarded.

traffic working the Great Central is a
very suitable line for modelling. Its

London terminus, for instance, is not a
big place as London stations go, so
the City Station Outfit can be used very
well to build up a miniature "Marylebone."
The number of platform faces will not
be far short of that in use actually, which
is rather different from the usual
of affairs at model terminals!

«.'

With regard to other station equipment,
the fact that many of the Great Central
section stations are built on the
platform principle suggests the use of at

one of the Dublo Island Platforms
Hornby-Dublo Points and Curved Rails,

being all of the same radius, are ideal for
ring out a miniature "grid-iron" on the

lines of the marshalling sidings at Wath.
Giant tank locomotives specially designed

ong the main line.

rnby-Dublo Signals, which represent
the standard type upper quadrant signals

now coming into general use, will be
suitable for a miniature G.C. line.
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r s, fields and so on are all ces wnere
. Thethese little people can be

ing of Passengers on the Stations,

or at bus >ing places on the roads,
requires some attention. As a rule people
congregate in at such spots,

but there will always be a few "stragglers"

or persons travelling alone.

Then again the presence of miniature
roads near the line means that road traffic

must be represented. For this purpose the
various motor vehicles of the Dinky Toys
range are ideal. In an article in the "M.il/."
last January we devoted special attention

to the use of suitable vehicles and we have
in other articles referred to them on several

occasions. The
page shows

upper illustration

several typical Dinky
running on the road.

In e matter of scenic features par-

A G.W.R. Dublo freight train passing over an effective road bridge. Note the realistic road traffic of Dinky
Toys motor vehicles, as suggested in this article,

Lineside

Du
N last month's article dealing with
I [omby-Dublo layouts various points

connected with lineside features were
touched upon. In this article we refer to

the same subject in rather more detail.

A railway system,
intricate or extensive in

a

how
never
some

in (.side

manner. The actual

Hornby-Dublo Accessories themselves, such
as Stations, both passenger and goods,

has a
attempt at least is m
features in a

Signals and Signal Cabin n
r

provide u

railway-like setting to the line, but some-
more is necessary than

essentials if rai 1way is

ba re

have a
character of its own. The standard Hornby
Hedging and Trees, as we have previously

suggested, provide a certain amount of
if

x>rarv
green" alongside the track, and they are

suitable for permanent or
layouts.

Good use can be made in various ways
Dinky Toys

miniature
of the components
Pavement Set.

railway owners, whether Dublo or Gauge
enthusiasts, possess one at least of these

Sets, and the straight sections are shown
use in our upper illu tion

,

in

where they are seen forming the side walk
a country main road. The pavement

pieces are useful too in the neighbourhood
of stations, and
with giving a more
railway premises generally

between the tracks in

have a great deal to do
"civilised" look to

The
yards,

where miniature motor vehicles

are to run, can also be paved in this way.
The Pavement Set components have the

advantage that they an be cut to fit in

special places when the standard lengths

or widths are not just right. Cuttins s

not be at t em with scissors; the

material is too thick. A sharp penknife or

a razor blade held in one of the special

holders that can be got for

make a clean cut, and a steel

or Girder should

as a straight edge
e. Do not

material at one stroke,

the
throu

too much
pressure is liable to cause the cutting tool

ticularly the permanent layout is better

oft than the portable or temporary system.
lis is specially so where the raising" ol

the track, or rather the lowering of the
substructure, is necessary to accommodate

raised embankment,Jr.

however,
such a ; is

arious complete
a
set

such as a road overbridge as described last

month, or a scenic
*
can be applied

to run away from the straight edge.

Another use for the straight Pavement
Strips is to form walls of medium height
to bound railway property. Station
premises, goods yards," car parking grounds
and almost any form of enclosure can be
arranged satisfactorily with the Pavement
Strips, They can be glued or stuck to-

gether with* Seccotine at corners or other
joints where it

to layouts that have to be put away after

use. Thin wood or cardboard can be used
to form the entrances to the tunnel and
these can be of any form according to the
fancy or skill of the builder. A plain brick
or stone entrance such as that shown in

. . i • •

the lower illustration can be employed.
Alternatively a more ambitious type of
entrance can be used such as that shown
on page 251 of this issue, where the
northern portal of Clayton Tunnel on the
S.R. is illustrated. There are many attrae-
tiv•c tunnel mouths hi in this

country, and several of them have been

is necessary to

secure them,

o b d e n
structures when
required by
means of very
fine wire nails

or small pins
generally used

ni o d e 1

Stations
are provided
with a certain

n u m b e r of
iniature

Posters, and
P

the standard
Hornby Station
Hoarding is

quite suitable in

size for standing
"on the ground"
in fields, or in

Up and down trains passing at the entrance to a tunnel. The scenic features in this
illustration are particularly attractive.

on a Dublo line. In
ecial display hoardings thatadditiot

one sees can be modelled in cardboard or
thin wood by the Hornby- Dublo owner
who is handy with simple tools- These
hoardings are often made to iit in special

situations in real practice, and so the\

illustrated in the "M.M." and in the
Hornby Hook Trains" from time to

time. For finishing off the plainer tvpe of
tunnel the different kinds of building papers

frequently will prove in miniature
in filling up an awkward spot in a rea tc

figures of the Hornby-
manner.
The minta

Dublo range, Station Staff Dl and Pas-
sengers D2, are very necessary if the
railway is to have a life-like appearance.

platforms and the line generally

for miniature railway pur-
poses can be used. For those with more

ns to architectural beauty it is best to
rely on flat paint; as a rule

of tackling such con-
work can also do the painting

>

rary layouts it is perhaps best
arrange a tunnel complete on a base,

but for permanent systems this is not
neeessarv.
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allocate a number of special vehicles to
different artments of the
according to the nature of the work carried
out by them. Thus the Engineer's Depart-
ment requires ballast and other

for permanent way and works
maintenance purposes. To use with these
the re are
known as

brake vans
brakes/'

generally
reserved for

this kind of work. Often they have detail*
lettered on their sides as to the department
to w are attacked and the
district or station to which they belong.
This practice can be followed in miniature,
and the lower illustration on
shows a Brake Van

page

lettered to act as a ballast brake on an
I J

Brake Vans of different kinds appear in Ibis ion. In the foreground are two passenger-type Vans; in the
background a goods Brake Van is at the rear of a freight train.

Engineering Department'* train at a
relaying job. It is not difficult to carry
out this lettering in Indian ink with a
mapping pen, and readers who adopt the

on such details as arescheme can
required on their own

Brak ns an eir Uses
RAGT1CALT-Y every train is completed
by a brake van, or at least a vehicle

that contains a brake compartment such
as the composite vehicles often used on

Each type of vehicle is

represented in the

is the sepa

Series,

brake van with
are concerned in this article. The Brake
Vans of the Hornby Series are of two
classes, for goods and for passenger trains

respectively; that for passenger trains is

invariably described as a Guard's Van in

our literature, in order to distinguish it

from the goods Brake Van.
The Goods Brake Van is a necessary

vehicle to bring up the rear of a freight

train on any Hornby railway. In actual

practice on loose-coupled

trains, the goods brake, in addition to the

brakes on the engine, forms the only check

on the running of the train on clown grades.

so that on a

nty to do
route the guard has

working the powerful

hand brakes with which his van is fitted.

The Hornby goods Brake Vans are not
provided with brakes as these could not be

" on then

ting o

and the finish is carried out by enamelling

Actually there are two patterns of Urake
Van in the Hornby Series. One has lookout

windows at each end, but there are

usual side doors, reaching about half-way

up the sides of the body, at one end of the

Van only. These doors are made to open
and they can be latched by the usual

wire handles. This Van is finished in

L.M.S. G.W.R. styles and represents

types of brake van commonly in use on
these! systems.
The second pattern, representing

L.N.E.R. and S.K. practice, is slightly

different in detail. The main part of the

body occupies the centre of the vehicle,

and" at each end there is what may be
described as an open &
openings extend across between the corner

and from these pillars to the main
lookout from thispart of the body.

type of van is

the Van is travelling,

whichever way
a miniature

railwayman figure placed in either verandah
looks quite realistic. Opening doors are
fitted at each end of the Van so that there
are four doors in all.

On both patterns of Brake Van the roof
is fitted with a miniature chimney, just
as the real vans arc, reminding us of the
cheering glow of the stove that the goods

intly brake vans used in ordinary
traffic working are attached to particular
depots. Their work may commence at

to
trains already made up in the yards for a
main line run. At other times a van may

Hh'-e places when are

attached to a "goods pilot" locomotive
and will set oiT with it on a run to various
local sidings and goods stations, industrial
premises and so on, picking up wagons
and forming them into a train to be

to the depot for remarshailing
to their destinations. This

guard finds so on Iong night
journeys when so much of his travelling
is done.
As a rule under normal con

d itions the engine and the brake van of a
freight train both to the same
company. At junctions and at big marshal-
ling yards, where traffic is concentrated

different centres, one often sees
brake vans

m

belonging to
several differ-

ent

is a realistic practice to follow in miniature.
Several of the passenger-type Guard's

Vans together make up quite a satisfactory
parcels or other similar train. In the upper
photograph on this page two of these vans
are prominent in the foreground. One
detail about them that is noticeable is the
tail lamp shown on one of the lamp
brackets of the Van nearer to the camera.
The provision of lamp brackets at each

b n t
i*

rai 1ways,
any

foreign" vans
invariably
have been
accompanied
by corres-
ponding loco-
motives from
other systems.

applied and released

rum hut for the sake of appearance and to

reproduce actual practice the Brake Van
is an important vehicle.

In construction the Brake Vans follow This is a point

the general style and finish of the standard to observe in

1 lornby No. I goods Rolling Stock, The — - - ! - *

e bodywork is embossed
miniature

where
through"

working from
another line is

supposed to
take place.

The Brake
Van is suitable

for use on any
freight train
from pick-up
mineral to through brake-fitted
jmetimes, however, on the latter type

ind on such as milk, fruit, or

Relaying operations" in progress. The Brake Van represents a "ballast brake" as shown
by the special indications on its side.

train

end makes it possible for a tail lamp to be
"ayed and thus to complete a train in

c

trains, brake vans of the passenger
type are employed. On a
this practice will form
variation, and the Hornby Guard's Van
is a useful vehicle for the purpose.

This may be considered a special use of
the Guard's Van, but before proceeding to

correct manner,
passenger train service the Guard's

Van is most effective; it is tinprinted in the
colours and style of each of the four big

ms and thus matches anymain line s

nger train that is to be run

deal with vehicle there are special
uses to which the Brake Van can be put
On most real systems it is the practice to

Although intended primarily for use with
the No. 1 Coaches, which are similar in
design and build, the Guard's Van can be
run quite well in company with the bogie
No, 2 Passenger Coaches.
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An Effective Outdoor System

Th

WE have received some interesting

details* regarding the "Nutland Rail-
•

•

a Gauge 1) system opera mainway
by Hornby locomotives and rolling stock,

that is owned and "managed" by G. J. E.

Morris of Berkhamsted. During the summer
months

after each period of running, as they must
be to safeguard them against the effects

of the weather.
Unlike that of most miniature layouts,

the track of the "Nutland Railway" is not

the most part Hornby Locomotives
are in use.

special finish has been adopted for
. * W% " t f J - 1. H ._ ^ JL L- .-.

No
Nulland Railway stock nor are the

manv Hornby railway owners
make a practice of transferring their

layouts out of doors for a spell of running
in the open air, bringing them in again
when finished with, as frequently described

i

in these pages in the Although a

throughout. Gradients are incor-

, but perhaps the best way to

grasp the chief points connected with the

line is to make an imaginary journey over
its course, Let us suppose we are going to

take a run in a train starting from Plat-

form 2 at "Nutland Lake/' At the "right

engines of any one compa
clusively, L.M
locomotives be

used
G.W.R, and

The
N.E.R
G.W.R
Ijdcois a Hornby

motive, and the L.N.E.R. engine is one of

th popul N 2 Sp fcyp The
Bramkam Moor" There is also an L.M
**
Royal Scot" to share xpress k

layout may thus be of a temporary out-

door character, if a definite space can be
to it various constructional

away it we start, crossing the del of one of the former L.N

given
works can remain on the s

ready for use whenever
outdoor operations are

*

and so be

previously mentioned. Now we
round a curve as we commence the ascent

at 1 in 25 that leads us up to "AsMon

.

Geor,

ot a

engi This is

but is a useful

The Nullanddesired.

Railway" includes
several features

could be applied to a
system used in

manner suggested,
so that the description

given here will no doubt
appeal to our readers.

The "Nutland Rail-
way" derives its name
from the fact that its

permanent wuy is laid

<.n a bank that has nut
trees growing on it, and
the illustration on this

page
natural

shows that this

site is

SUl e a
quite

realistic.

The railway is not a
one, but it haslarge

been in successful opera-
tion for some three

It has been ex-
tended since the start

1*

of its outdoor career
i.

a

track that

for it was at first

non-continuous line
occupying one side of
the bank only. Develop-
ments have resulted in

the completion of an
running.

Two main stations are served by the
line, and one of these, appropriately named
""Nutland Lake" is shown in the accom-

two
The

scellancous di

finished in L
senger

It is

red, the
once employed fo

engines of this class in

real Each of

the engines just referred

to i in th
this page

I u s t r a tThis il

incidentally gives a very
good idea of the layout

"Nutlandat k It

shows in addition the
bridge.

of this

specialiU

embankment laid close

alongside the bridge
carry a single line tra

to

umero
stock is not
but good use

is ade of wh there

means of an
system of work-

to timetable. This,

always, has been
found superior to the

mere haphazard running

g
as

care
g

in the

Operating the Nutland Railway described on this page. Our reader C. J. E. Morris

owner of the system, is on the left.

Ucrkhamsted t

gement of the time

liiel

Among the
in use are

Halt." This passed, we run through a Pi d Saloons

Shallow

-wing into

• <

e in

panying illustration. It consists

platforms with three working
platforms themselves have bee
concrete and are thus permanent, while
the roof supports and roofs themselves
are of timber. They are stoutly constructed
and should remain unaffected by the

cu
similar

gradient brings the line down from the

summit at "Ashton Halt." From "Ham-
lington" the train passes over the concrete

\ induct that is the pride of the line, and
enters a deep cutting. The final descent

brings us back to "Nutland Lake" after a
journey of approximately

d the

goods stock includes the usual open Wagons
and
ystem a

d Vans. As on most ou
ure is made of lumber

beingtraffic, miniature tree "b
read available, and to

and other Wagons are employed.
In addition there are various Tank Wagons
for different tvoes of "liquids in bulk"

weather for a good time to come. The
other station is called "Hamlingfon," and
between them there is a small halt named

journey takes
The summitstart to

line is thus at "Ashton Halt,"

difference in

the circu 1

1

ftv

port
Interesting aids to operation are electric

at various points on
tremendously to the

light signals, and a bu
used for messages between the

stations. For a complete opera

t

lat is

main

**Ashton Halt." At
line is carried on a sin

bridge built of Meccano
other engineering feature

Lake" the
steel

an-
cohsiderable

realism and interest of operations.

In spite of the graded profile of the line,

clockwork engines arc successfully em-
_

ployed as being the most reliable for

services

Timetal
two at

laid

f

P ta es

m a in
charge of the

"Working
are required,

s of each
iting and

On

general management » while the other

is a reinforced concrete
consisting of three elliptical arches
iiing a gap of 114 scale feet. Embankments,
cuttings, such structures as those just

ieferred to, and stations if made of wood
painted, could be installed pe

outdoor use. They are \v ell
4 •

tn

up and with loads sui to their

operates the signals and the b

capacities give good service. Electrically-

svstenis out of doors where the
the d

heets are made out f

services. These
dy for use at the diffe

perman 1aid dow n are

r-

even if track a 111 other
details of a llornbv system were removed

difficult to maintain, chiefly on account of

insulation troubles. Clockwork motive
power therefore has been adhered to, and

p<un and in addition records

of trains run
shows a
making an entry

so on, Th
of th owner of tf

'Train Sheet
line
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"AUGUST PKT." this very beautiful and
already icarce new H0N6 KONG (Chinese
Street Scene handiome pictorial stamp)
and very many others including AUSTRIAN
(Newspaper Stamp); JU60-SLAVIA (King
who was murdered); PALESTINE; SCHLES-
WIG

J BRAZIL

P I

t

kl
_

(Voting); imperforated ESTONIA:
irways); SWITZERLAND; INDIAN

(Lotus Flowers); pictorial FRANCE and
CHINA; PORTUGUESE and AUSTRALIANS:
CANADA (Maple Leaves); uncommon
obsolete POLAND: plus unusual CUBA Baby
King issue. Send us 3d. stamps to cover
postage and receive all this marvellous
colic

FEW
_ i-

with our
ABSOLUTELY
Famoui

FREE, together
Bargain Approvals.

CORONATIONS: Complete 202 values, mint 37/6, used 45/-. CROWN COLONIES: 135

values mint 17/6. used 21/-. SOUTHERN RH00ESIA: Mint 2/6, used 4/6. CROWN
COLONIES: Single sets, mint 6d. each, used «d. each. GT. BRITAIN: KinK George V
1934. 2/6, 5/-, 1G/—2/t> superfine copies. King George VI, 2/6,5/-, 10/--4/- superfine

copies. MOROCCO: Edward VIII, 1 lvalues. mint M- per set. FIJI: Prov, 2Jd. on 2d..

mint 6d. each. BAHAMAS; Prov. 3d. on 2id., mint 6d. each. PACKETS: 100 dilf.

Pictorials. Whole World, 4/3. 100 diff. British Colonials Pictorials. 5/6.

Want lists our specialities, prompt attention.

Postage extra on all orders under 10/-. Cash with order,

A. LANG, Philatelist, 9, Charles II Street, St. James's, S.W.I
*

WINDSOR STAMP (Dept. Uckfi
STAMPS AT
any 7/6 worth
COLLECTIONS

PRICES
for 2J6; any £1
BOUGHT. 6. W

Owing to the war we oifer our celebrated
approvals at the followme rates: Choose
worth for 5/-. RARE STAMPS AND
SAUNDERS. 51. Draycott Avenue, HARROW

38
Post);

contains 3B air, triangular, and stamps with aeroplanes on, etc.-2 LIBERIA triangular (with

aeroplane), usually sold at 7d.; NIGERIA (George VI); COSTA-RICA (Large Air
URUGUAY; INDIA (large); ROUMANIA (Carol); 8 CANADA (a fine iet including large pictorul);
2 TANGANYIKA; 3 PALESTINE (pictorials); 6 BRAZIL (including airpoit and aeroplane design); 5 U.S.A.
(obsolete); 2 JAVA. COSTA-RICA (Diamond Shape, very beautiful) and MOROCCO, LARGE PICTORIAL; Peru
(obtolcte); GERMANY (airpost); COCHIN (targe) and IRAQ-Price 51d„ postage 2id. extra, abroad 3id. extra,
Money back if you are not satisfied. Applicants for approvals receive 6 Pictorial S. AFRICA and in addition,
those sending addresses of stamp collecting friends get an additional set of 4 GEORGIA. FOR EVERY PACKET
SOLD I AM GIVING THE PROFIT TO THE "SPITFIRE FUND," SO YOU WILL BE HELPING TO WIN
THE WAR. BARGAINS- ICC B. Colonials 1/-; 8Triangular7d.; 18 Georgia I0d.; 20 Rhodeiia 1/2; 14 new Geo. VI 1/2.

C. WATKINS, Stamp orter (M.M. Dept.), Granville Road, BARNET

HONG KONG AND MINT
ARGENTINE PKT

This genuine offer of 22
different foreign and colonial
stamps includes varieties
from Bavaria (Railway
issue); the beautiful Hong
Konw K.G.VI stamp illus-

trated and just issued; Cuba
(President); mint Roumania
pictorial; old India; Italy;

Japanese; Siam (Thailand);
Francc (Peace issue);
Germany (Hindcnbur^);
Csecho-Slovnkia: Ei re i

Australia (new IC,G#); and
many others which space will not permit us
to enumerate. Finality* to first 100 applicants,
a fine set of 3 imperforate Argentines. Just

send 2Jd* postage and request approvals.
LISBURN & T0WNSEND LTD., (MM). LIVERPOOL

Stamp collections purchased /or prompt casta

*l

*

POST EXTRA
Australia Imp. Forces Id*. 3d. each; 2d.. 5d. each:
Bahrain 1933/40 3 pies, Id, each; i anna or 9 pies, 2d.
each; I anna. 3d- each: Barbados Tercentenary id
2d. each; Id,, 3d, each: Br. Somali land 1938 i anna
4d, each: 1 anna, 6d. each: Burma 1937 3 pies* 2d.
each; 1933 3 pies, Id, each: Canada Silver Jubilee tc,
3d. each; 2c„ 5d, each; Royal Visit le. f 4d- each; 2c.

and 3c, 5d. each: Gwalior 1928(36 I anna, 6d. each:
1 anna 3 pics, 4d. each; Fiji Prov. Zld.on 2d.* 9d. each.
HARROWVEN (MM), 29, Burners Close, NORWICH

lways Reasonable Prices
12-page book on approval: Br- Colonial* and Foreign
from id. to 5/- each, Please state whether beginner.

medium or advanced,
E. & N. GREY. 9. ROSEMARY AVENUE. H0UNSL0W

BINDING THE "M.M,"

3

WE THANK YOU!
\%SEVENOAKS SPECIAL1 ' PKTS

All Face Different. Postage Extra,

HOSPITAL STAMPS
Different Foreign and Colonial Stamps *e*

lected from Collection* presented to Hospital*
Send fid# and stamped addressed envelope to:

SECRETARY
Memorial Hospital Hall. Woolwich. LONDON S.E.16

An approval sheet from our limited numter
will he sent on request.

Binding eases for back
numbers of the Mugnine

b* obtained from
O. H. Bittmin

Hanover
These

may

and Co., 23,
Street, Liverpool
are supplied In two sixes

(1) for six copies price
5/~ and (2) for twelve
copies price
free In each case.

post
The

cases

what
binding
plied in

as ^Quarter
doth IJ—that

are tup-
is known
Basil, full

U.S.A.
US.A. (Corns,)
Canada
Newfoundland

- » £ 2/6
65

25
16 25

5/-
100
60
75
35

10/-
150
85
100
50

20-
200
100
130
70

40/-
250
115
160
90

to alt requesting my
"Astounding Value"
approvals. 25% dis-

count given. Attractive stamps at very attractive prices.
A unique offer to introduce my new approvals.

ALLCQCK. 74, Tvn-y-Parc Roaii, Rhiwbina. CARDIFF

Fred Harlow. B.P.A., 133. Bradbourne Vale. Scvenoaks

FREE! 6 SYRIA & LEBANON FREE!
These six beautiful used stamps I know will please
you and they are FREE to all applicants who send
23d. for postage and ask to see a selection of my

"WORTH WHILE" approval sheets.

JOS. H. GAZE. 10. Pimlico Road. CLITHER0E. Lanes.

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE
Co applicant! for Id, approvals.

How to obtain the "M.M*"
The 1

*iW.A//' may be ordered from all Meccano
dealers, or from any newsagent or bookstall*

Price 6d. per copy. As a rule, back num.ben
cannot Mlh supplied, because we print only

is to lay
three-quarters of the
sides ira dark crimson
cloth and the back and a quarter of the sides are
dark crimson leather as ihown hero. The caie
is tastefully embossed In gold with the nam*
"Meccano Magazine," and on the back la th
nam* and volume number.

Binding 6 and 12 copies. These binding cases
are supplied so that readers may have their
Magazines bound locally, but where desired, the
Arm mentioned above will bind Meccano Mage*
vines at a charge of 7/6 for sfx issues or 10/-

thefor the f

sufficient copies to fill our standing orders. To
prevent disappointment,
regular order either with your dealer, newsagent,
or direct with this office.

twelve Issues, including tne cost
binding and also return carriage, The coven of
the Magazines may be included or omitted
required, but in the absence of any Instructions
to the contrary they will be included.

Whilst the binding of the
la quite satisfactory, they form
volume and for that

COX; 17, STONCLEIGH PARK ROAD, IWELi
MECCANO LIMITED, BINNS ROAD. LIVERPOOL 13

twelve Magazines
a rather bulky

reason arrangement* have
been made to bind six months' Magazines where
so desired, as explsined above.
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oWar Stamps

MANY of us, thinking of Poland's new
found independence, dating from the

end of the Great War of 1914-18, are apt
to think of that
country as
young. In fact

Kings reigned in

Poland 1,000
and
300
tin

ears
e s s

years

ago,
than
ago

Hohenzollern
princes of the
Duchy of Prussia,
the ancestors of

Kaiser Wilhelm
qf Germany, who
died an exile in

Holland only a few weeks ago, held their
title in fief from the King of Poland. A
statue of King Sigismund III, who became
also Duke in Prussia in 1618, was shown
on the 5 fen* value of the series of stamps

for use by the Warsaw Citizens
1

Post and issued officially in November
1918, over with new values and
the official post inscription, as can be seen
in one of our illustrations.

*

Poland lias long been one of the cockpits
of Europe. The country has had its great

s, however. In the
1 7th century, Poland
Moscow, and in 1

Polish General, saved
Turks and

years of the
time ruled
Sobieski, a

enna from the
his country in the

vanguard of Western chivalry in the long
struggle against the Moslem invaders. The
battle against the Turks was celebrated
in Poland 250 years later by the issue of a

showing the scene as painted by

a Px> 1 i s h
a r t i s t

,

Sobieski be-

came King
of Poland.
and reigned
from 1674
until

A statue
erected to
his memory
at Lembcre;
is shown on

the 2 gr. and 30 gr. values of the 1925-26

Aliies Polan

War of Independence, on a 30 gr.

issued in 1932 to commemorate the second
cen of the birth of Washington.

Kosciusko's rising was crushed, but the
spirit he roused in the hearts of Polish
people has lived to this dav. It was evident
in 1830 when Poland "

'
'again against

the Russian tyrant Nicholas I, a revolution
that was < ummcmoraU'd by an issue of

four stamps in November 1930. The design
showed a rank of Polish •men

with
illustrated Another stamp
illustrates something of the spirit of Poland

of 1830 is the
5 marki

the 1919 issue.

on
this page. This
shows a J olish

Uhlan, one of a
great regiment
of horsemen
that rivalled
the Cossacks in

daring and

The revel i of

1 8 3 was
followed by

another at tempi in 1863, alter which 1 he
Russian Government conceded certain

In view of later events it is

interesting to realise that i -ermany was
anxious to prevent the creation of a new
independent Poland. Bismarck declared
that Polish is equiv
to a strong French army on the Vistula/'
a reference to the strong pro-French feeling

of the This possibly accounts for
the insensate hatred that has marked
Hitler's treatment of the country in this

war.
Poland, then mainly a Russian e.

the war of 1914-18 fighting
al

Powers, Austria and
Germany , but a band
of Polish irregulars,

Pil-led by
Slidski, slipped

the frontier into
Austria only a few
hours before war was
declared. Pilsudskihad

of waging war for Austrian interests.

In the autumn of 1915, when the Ger-
r

mans had occupied Poland, Pilsudski,

whose portrait appears on several Polish

stamps, the first being the 25f. value of

the 1919 issue illustrated here, returned
the newto the country and rejoiced in

liberties given to the Poles. They were
given their own law courts, and permitted

to re-establish Polish and to

re-open the Polish University at Warsaw.
These concessions were short-lived, how-
ever. In the spring of 1916 all were
withdrawn bv the Germans, and Pilsudski

in 'ame a of war in the
hands of the
powers f o r

whom he had
fought at the

of the
war. This was
the result of lus

struggle with
the Germans for

the formation of

an independent
Polish army in

place of Polish

divisions of the
—

German army.
He suspected

Germany of not intending to keep her
promises of independence for Poland after

the war, despite the declared views of all

the world powers, the United States,

Britain and France, for example, that

Polish independence should be granted
whatever the outcome of the war.

There is not space to detail the internal

strife and the struggle that went on
between the Polish patriots and the warring

Instead we can pass on to the next
the final triumph of Poland's cause
Taris Peace Conference,

r

only to touch on the various
issued by Germany and Austria

in Poland during" the period of

occupation.
T h r e e

d if i eren t

issues, two
from Ger-
m a n v
one from
Austria, are
illustrated

re. A 1

1

of these
consisted
of contem-
porary stamps of

*d with appro
• ~ ny

inscriptions

lues. The same stamps were sub-

sequently overprinted a second time with

new values ami inscribed "Poczta Polska"

in December 1918 and January 1919, when
people

i

the Po

issue. The higher value of these two stamps been waging guerilla
is illustrated on this page.

Kosciusko, a Pole who had fought in the
warfare against the
Russian Government

declared their

nee at

of the war.
end

American armies in the War of Indepen- since 1908 and had
dence, led peasants and workmen
only with scythes and hammers
Russian forces at Cracow and Warsaw in

a revolt in 1794. The portrait of Kosciusko

inspired many acts of ige

We have already
referred to the stand
that the United States

had taken for Polish

independence. Very
largely the credit for

this must be given to

the great Polish
ianist- politican.
gnace Paderewski,

last month, Paderewski

Russia. He foresaw the war, and saw in.... •« M

it an opportunity
Poland's freedom, but

trike a blow tor

ears of Washington and
Pulaski, another Polish heroof the American

n a few months
r —

it became clear that Austria was not
interested in except as a means

who died
gave up his great musical career to devote
all his energies to fighting his country's

cause, first in the United States and later

at the Peace Conference at Paris, His work
i • .

was crowned when he {Continued on page 264)
. Q ll I
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{Canfinutci from page 263]

became first President of the new Palish
State in 1919, and a portrait of the great
pianist appeared on the 15f. value of the
1919 issue celebrating the inaugural meet-
ing of Poland's first National
Peace did not come finally until 1923.

w h e n the
of Rijga

between Soviet
Russia and

•

Poland cleared

u P the

ences with her

outstanding
problems of
frontiers and
possessions.

Then f o 1
-

lowed 16 years
of peace for

I Poland.marked
by occasional

• minor differ-
neighbours.

_w_

ambition to expand eastward re-
itself and brought the present

fight of Poland againstwar. The
the lightning methods of the overwhetming
German strength can be marked by the
inclusion of the 25 qr. stamp issued in

,
on which appears the portrait of

Marshal Smtgly-Ridz. who played so great
a part in the brief struggle before Germany
overcame his
armies.

The 25th
anniversary of
the formation
of Pilsud ski's

Polish Legion
w a s com-
memorated by
the issue of the
2 5gr. stamp

«>nillustrated

this page.
The colour the is purple, and
the design shows the great patriot himself
in the centre, with the legionaries of 1941
on the left and Polish soldiers of 1939 on
the right.

The war stamp story of Poland is by no
J- - -far m

means complete, but for the final chapters
we must wait until the end of the present
struggle. Then will come
tell of Poland's endurance

that will

very
under the greatest oppression that the
country has ever endured. Poland will

certainly rise again—Britain is pledged to
achieve the independence of the country

and almost certainly one of the first stamps
will when the new Polish

regime has been established will celebrate
the triumph of Anglo-Polish arms over the
country's oppressors,

Wt thank David Field Ud.
x 7, Vigo St., London W.l,

for tht\r courUsy in loaning (he stamps from which
the illustrations for our stamp pages have been made.

Stamp
an Notes on New Issues

The Free French Colonial Issues

In our last issue we referred to the new
Free French issue from Equatorial Africa,
Unfortunately it was
found impossible to

obtain specimens for

illustration, and in-

advertcntlv we

British Colonial Printings

Readers will be interested to see repro-

duced on this page the new design recently

omi delete
i

II

the reference to "the
specimens illustrated

on this page
Supplies are now

available, and
readers will be

AFRIOUC
EOUATOR1ALCw

Mftf'hM

rotfii

AFRIOUE
HJAIORfALE
FHANCAKC

\m

*rt-; *

interested to

the accompanying
illustrations of specimens from both the

ordinary and air mail issues of Equatorial

Africa, and also from the issues of the

French Cameroons and the French Settle-

introduced for the
The

of the Sudan.
shown is one of an issue of

ments in India. The on the

ordinary issue of Equatorial Africa is- that

de Brazza, a French explorer of

countrv.
of

Every reader who can do so

a point of securing copies,

complete sets if possible, of these

are certain to rise in

value after the war, for every stamp
collector
in France
will w

three stamps, the others being 3 piastres

and 4p. values bearing the same design

but in double size. They were
for the Sudan by the Indian Government
Printing Office at Nasik, the first of many
Colonial issues that are to be produced
there as a means of ensuring
supplies for British Colonies unable to
obtain regular and certain supplies from
the usual London printers

* # * *

to obtain
them, It

c a ii be
taken for

granted that
cannot do
now,

both the Vichy
Govemraen t

and the Nazis
will take good
care that none

The Union of South Africa is

considering the introduction of

a set of eight stamps, each
bearing a design depicting some
branch of the Dominion s war
activities, to replace the existing

series for the duration of the war.
* * * *

Bermuda is shortly to issue a

new 1\*d. value to meet con
ditions arising out of altered

rates. The designt>
will

show a Bermuda tropical bird

in night, Bermudiana,

of these
they

are sold in France while

country. Furthermore, the

Bermuda's national flower, the
arms of the
1sing

original printing plates are held in Pans,

and when supplies of the present printing

r a new series of designs or

George VI
and a of

* * *

Next Month's
run e

onesmere reproductions of the

will have to be employed. Everything
considered, these first provis

are likely to prove unusu
ments.

Article

The 4* War
issues

good invest-
Stamps of the
Allies"

will be con -

As an illustration of how good an invest-

ment ther~i
stamps can be, it is only

to turn to the Silver Jubilee
right

necessary
of the Britishissues

1935 to celebrate the

in

the

of King George V, The complete set

in unused condition could have been bought

tinned in our
next issue
when we hope
to deal with
the stamps of

rei gn K ussiaj the

then for about four guineas, and only a
little more was asked for used sets. In

London last month an unused set brought

and a used
one £36 when
sold at a u«t i<»n

at Harmer's of

Bond Street, al-

though as yet it

is only six years
since these at-

tractive stamps
were

latest ad-
dition to the
countries join-

ing in the fight

against Nazi
We

hope to include among the illustrations to

this article specimens from the recent

Series" issued by Russia to

celebrate the 23rd anniversary of the found-
." Theing of the "Red Army and

designs are a striking series depicting
modern military activities and will form a
most interesting background to the story.
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From ers
This page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 wtrds in length
are invited on any subject of which tit* writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly *m om sniv <-f tH*.paper only\ and should he accompanied if pmsihU by Qtigitwtl photo
graphs for use as illustrations. Arteries published will be paid for. Statements in articles submitie<
are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

Prague's Famous Clock
I was greatly interested in the article

on curious clocks that appeared in the
October 1940 issue and I can add an even
more wonderful example to those given in
it. This is the famous Golden Clock on the
Town Hall at Prague, one of the most
celebrated astronomical clocks in Europe.
I visited the city a
the ma

yea r

into

or so before
it and I

The famous astronomical clock on the Town Hall,
Prague, Photograph by E. Richardson, West Bridgford.

photographed the clock while I was stay-
ing there.

Hanush, the 15th century craftsman who
made the clock, had his eyes put out by the
aldermen of the city so that he should not
make another—a pleasant custom of the
times. The worthy owners of the clock
were so pleased with the clock that they
did not wish any other city to possess one
like it! But Hanush ha<l his revenge. The
story is that he begged to be allowed to

stand before his work as it struck and ho
is said to have managed to damage it so

badly that it was 100 years before it

could be made to go again.

I was enough to see

y, it

clock
does not

its

strike, if 1 remember ri

indicate ordinary time, but
hours in accordance with, the local time
used in Prague some centuries ago. Death
first strikes the hour. Then a Jew appears
and shakes his money-bags, after which a
door opens and the Twelve Apostles come
out in two groups, of six each, that meet
each other. As Peter, the last atiostle,

disappears, a < rows.

The dial shows the 24 hours of the day,
and is subdivided into two sets of 12 each.
The positions of the Sun and Earth with
respect to the
are indicated.

ns of the iac also

E* Richardson (West Bridgford)

A Slate Quarry in North Wales
During

vtsi

a holiday in Wales I

the Pen ryh

n

Quarry,
willing toI found the quarrymen most

describe the methods they use. This quarry
1 J

has been in existence since when
pack horses were used to carry the' slates

to the sea at Bangor. there are 4"
miles of railway track in the quarry itself

and most of the mat hinery is driven by
electricity.

Slate is obtained in three colours, blue,
which is the most common, red and green.
A proportion of the material brought up
is of no use owing to its having blemishes
or being cross-grained, and this is deposited
on dumps near by. The quarry is a gigantic
hole, with mountains rising around it. It

is worked in steps all round, each being
about 40 ft. in height, and
carried out several times a day, a traditi

bugle call warning all men at work in the
quarry that they must take cover in small
shelters built of slate, for there is a risk

that one of the charges may bring down
huge rocks. When all the charges have
exploded, the slate that has been loosened

The instrument used by Blind Jack of Knaresborough to

measure distances. Photograph by C* B. Wood, Leeds,

Biiin Man's "Way Wiser II

is loaded into small trucks called "tubs'*
and brought to the top.
Good slate is sawn into more easilv-

handled blocks by means of circular saws

When visiting Knaresborough Castle

recently I noticed a curious variety of the
old -fashioned "way wiser/' tin instrument

driven ectri It is then .sent to be
Split and trimmed,

A w skilled for

which years of practice are required to

Though trimming is now
done by machines, splitting is

always done by hand with hammer and
chisel, This is the first step, yielding thin
slates with uneven edges. These are trimmed
to one of the standard sizes, known by

names as Queens and

that bygone map-makers and surveyors
for measuring mileages; they pushed

the wheeled contrivance before them and
took their "readings" from a dial fixed

at handle
Knaresborough\s relic differs from others

in having raised pointers on the dial. The

such
Duchesses, and are then ready for dispatch

explanation is that this instrument was
by Jack Metcalfe, the famous 13th-

century road-maker and surveyor, w
was blind 1 The raised pointers enabled him
to take his

I was then shown how the waste is

without difficulty.

Metcalfe's disability certainly did not
disposed of, Some is still put on the dumps

r prevent him from becoming a successful
but much of it is ground
into small chipping for

making into bricks b
mixing with cement an
casting in moulds. As
the ure is stiff

enough to retain its

shape it is taken out
before it is dry and the
mould is used again. Still

more waste is ground
into very fine

by a machine that looks

a concrete
mixer. The slate is fed

in at one end and comes
out at the other in the
form of a powder as
fine

duct
gramm

< in ur

records, and
also is mixed with bitu-

men in making roads.

The slates, bricks and
wder are taken

A locomotive on the 2 ft, gauge railway at the Pe
Photograph by D. J. Williams, London

Slate Quarry.

Port Penrylm, seven miles away
the 2 ft. gauge railway owned

on
the

quarry. A photograph of one of the

road engineer, and he also built bridges

that resis floods so heaw that er

ves em
this page.

is
i

on

D. J. Williams (London S.W.15).

bridges exposed to them collapsed.

Alongside this relic is the staff

Jack" carried on his road-making journeys.

G. B. Wood (Leeds).
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Canada's Newest Gold Mines

which
farthest north
began to yield

mines,
metnl in

September 1938, had a record year in 1940.

The centre of the district in which they arc

placed is Yellowknife, on the shores of the
Great ve 600 miles north of

Edmonton. Tittle more than two years ago
this was only a prospector's settlement,
which was described in an article in the
May 1939 "MM." Now it has a population
of 1,300 with shops of all kinds, a picture

garages. iml four

stations, besides two churches, a new school

a The aero ane
has played a great part in opening vip the
country to prospectors and miners, and
indeed it can only be reached by air during

winter, when the temperaturethe
may be 50 deg. F. below zero.

lung

Three mines are at present producing
in the Yellowknife area and last year tliev

ed 54,869 oz, of gold, valued at nearly
£500,000, the largest amount yet mined
there. Altogether gold to the value of nearly
£1,000,000 has now been produced, and the
yield will increase rapidly, as four more
mines are expected to be brought into pro-

duction in the near future. This year hydro-
electric power from a 4,200 h.p. plant for

the town will become available.

Automatic Detectors for

Fire Bombs
It is strenuous work keeping watch for

buildings, especiallys in

those with many rooms and stores that are
not open, and in which a bomb may burn
undetected for a considerable time. In view

,.

of this it is not surprising to find that
inventors have been at work in order to

discover means
without actually

of this

tirewatchers can remain in

their services are needed.
The most remarkable of t he-

have so far been introduced

the bombs
Withem

their

•

ices

-

selenium cell. Selenium has
s a

curtou s

proj>erty that its resistance to the passage
through it of an electric current is altered

Is upon it. Because of this the
* <* • * m m a * i

when liijht fall

cell can inco in electric bell

circuits arranged so that the current flows

when the selenium cell is to the
glare of an incendiary. This device is called

the Railiovisor Automatic Fire Bomb
Detow tor, It is sturdily made and tannol .;et

out of order, and is suitable for use both
w

e and outside buildings. The o
are in positions, and an indicator

conjunction with the bell can
show where bombs have fallen, just as the
indicator of a domestic bell system shows
in which room the switch button is being

Another system that been intro-

duced makes use of a kind of grid of wires,

four inches apart, placed in the roof of a

building, and arranged so that the breakage
of a wire results in the ringing of an alarm
bell. An indicator can be used with this
method in order to show where incendiaries
have to be dealt with. An ingenious
addition is one to help in dealing with
bombs in rooms that cannot normally be
left open. Here the key is hung inside the
door above a small trap. It is released
automatically when the detecting device

operation, and can then be
obtained by pressing a button on the out-
side of the door, that causes it to be

•

delivered through a slot.

com e s

Bantam Racing with Meccano
Carts

ath Characters

According to legend the curative powers
of the waters of Bath were discovered

Meccano has added to the joy of life in

many curious ways. We are indebted to

The Sunday Mail," Brisbane, < Queensland,
ra-

by the British I'rince who was
expelled from his father's court because of

mgfor

tion, which shows
application of the world-famous toy.

ros\ was sent to pigs on
Lansdown, north of the present site of the

"Three Claviield says
• > The

Sunday Mail," have thought out something
new in racing. They run a bantam rooster
Derby up and down the cement car tracks

in their front garden, and the speed the
birds attain is a revelation. The photograph
shows one of the contestants making a bit

•n. There he saw the pigs wallowing in

the Bath mud, coming out much better
when they went ia. He followed their

exatnplr and was cured. The Prince became
king when his father died and was the
founder of Bath.

of pace. The are Lex and Peter
Stevenson, sons of Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Stevenson, and Donald Thomson, son of

made Bath a royal borough,

Mr. and A. F. Thomson, ins

Street, Clayfield, who are next-door neigh-
bours. T all

The story of Bath certainly began early.

The Romans realised the value of the
waters and built the famous baths. Queen
Eliza
but complained of the smells.

Among famous Bath characters was
ii Nash, who in the 18th Century was

the fashion king of the city. Ralph Allen,

thought out this grand scheme of building
tiny carts of Meccano parts, and harnessing
their pets.

who in 1729 organ a system of posts
across country and made an immense
fortune as a result, was originally a post*

ce clerk there. He also owned a quarry

Bantam racing with Meccano carls. Photograph by courtesy of 'The Sundav Mail/
1

Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia.

*- The P

don't seem to
lured on by a handful of grain and a few

make a great race ofhearty cheers,

unes
cement.

don't stick to the
run a cross country event on

the lawns, and then the fun is fast and
furious.

"Mrs, Tinmi son tells how her two elder

boys, now with the A.I.F. and R.A.A.F.,
once tried harnessing guinea-pigs, but the
guinea-pigs 'wm inclined to jib,'

didn't enter into the spirit of the thing like

the bantams, and they didn't seem to have
the speed."

If any other readers know of curiosities

of this kind we shall be glad to hear about

on Combe Down, south of the town, from
he transported the stone to Bath on

Another Bath notable was Dr.
Oliver, the inventor of the famous biscuit

known by his name.
akshall Lang (Bath).I.

* * * *

The amount of energy that is expendt

fifti

amazingly small, and the
su } port

uires energy sufficient to keep the
going for thousands

liragm of the transmitter is made
to vibrate impact of particles

bout as much as a human hair

Aeroplane Photographs
Our advertisers Real Photographs Co., Liverpool

f

have recently produced a new list, No. 12, of the
aeroplane photographs that they are able to supply.
This is a comprehensive list of 1,500 titles, including
those from recent supplementary issues, and covers a
very large range of civil and military aeroplanes- The
latter are carefully classified, so that it is easy to dis-

cover whether a photograph of any particular aeroplane
is included. Many aircraft are represented by several
different photographs, and an ingenious system of
reference numbers tells prospective purchased what
kinds of view these give* British, Canadian and United
States machines predominate* bin miners from various
countries, including those of our enemies, are repre-
sented, together with a large number of historical
aeroplanes- There1 are also pictures of formation flying,

aero engines, famous airmen and lighter-thah-air

craft, Dt-tail? are given of cabinets and albums for the
use of collectors.

The list is published at 2d., and a copy will be sent
with a specimen photograph to any reader of the
ATJf/'who forwards 4d. tn stamps to Real Photo-

s Co., Tulketh Chambers, Soulhport. The
"Af.Af »

,f should be mentioned when writing.

»*
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OP ALL
Nightmares!

ago Pawl, our well-known office boy,
suffered agonies while being pursued by terrifying

must be "Ank." Putting these together we get the splendid

Willi extraordinary* names that we made the

'

a very popular com-
petition. We

of

now
present a similar

test, but
based on tin

of animals it is

concerned
names

wi le

engineering

in-materials and
eluding Meccano parts.

The

discover

names that
are asked to

are divided
into two parts, the first

of which is the name of

an engineering structure
or part and the second

word "Crankle/' which clearly indicates some engineering

operation of an extraordinary character!

Prizes of 21/- 15/
offered to<

A beam supporting a floor or wall-

Tooth that engage* with a chain.

Connection for transmitting movement.

Tool for tightening nuts.

Har used for applying great pressure.

The spread of an arch or suspension

an
word.

o rd ina ry
The

An assembly that rotates.

Attractive piece of metal.

13* Arm passing on intermittent motion.

14, Machine that generates electricity,

15* For cooling water,

16* Turned round by pressure of water or steam.

i f * Machine for squeezing,

18. A spinning top mounted in gimbal bearings

essential
ure is that the last

#
19, A instrument.

20* Point of balance of lever.

CLUES TO SECOND PART.

Part of the body.

Scorn or mockery,

A flavouring sauce.

Cast piece of metal*

Sensitive fibre.

Gives increased strength,
-

A tale.

The truth*

Breathe rapidly.

Competitor's effort.

A destructive tropical storm,

A slinging plant,

A small bomb.

Exdted to madness

.

Crowded,

Cannot be avoided.

Perfume.

A musical play*

Not allowed.

A low continuous noise.

ind 10/6 are

the reader

s

mit the best attempts
to name the full set of

°0 names, in each of the

two sections, Home and
Overseas. In
there will be several

consolation

com
should send
lists, even

: -

and
tlierefore

their

are

the

names I

In the event of no one
succeeding in

the complete

three letters of the

names the prizes will be
to the next

st

1
irT each name

also the first three letters of the second
clues given in the panel on this page will guide
in build in^ up the extraordinary words themselves.

best entries. There will

be a number of consola-

tion prizes and in the event of a tie for anv or all of the

prizes
• ,

j uciges

will be made clear by an example. The clues to
~* "A U«_i T^_ «» J <m.-i _* xl Tl,..l . PI TM^_No. 1 are "A bent lever

w i 1

1

novelty of presentation

into account

and P art of the

a "Crank"
Ank!e,

*t
since

The
of the body

to

mares, i ano M
ineertng

and must reach this

ing

agazine, Binns Road, Liverpool

not later than 30th August
31st December.

f

A vel Engine Names Contest August Photographic Contest
The

readers, w

of ii;miing locomotives is

one that is appreciated by all "jV/.A/."

recognise locomotives of
different classes "bv their names, and indeed
learn to look upon them as being almost
alive and certainly full of attractions. The
names that are used

as an example of what has to be
done. The clue is "Father of the Seas,

W

Here is fifth of our 1941 series of
'

who can be none other than Neptune, and
accordingly "Neptune" is the engine name

une s

cover an amazing
e. On one railway we have Cities,

on another we have

that is the solution to No. 1

number is 5687, and it is a 4-6-0 of the

"Jubilee" class of the L.M.S.
On

Abbeys and
the names of Admirals and Shipping lines

while famous race-horses, birds, beasts
and even aeroplanes have been pressed
into service to supply names for locomo-

more

e great advantage of this contest is

that it is suitable for the holiday month
jn

t i ves.

these names are the basis of our
is month. The names themselves are not

Kiven. Instead we have clues to these, and

of August. All

order to solve the puzzles is a pencil and
paper on which to write down the names.
When the full list has been written out

it should be forwarded to "Engine Names

photographic competitions, in which com-
petitors are asked to submit photographs
of any kind that they have taken them-
selves. An entry may consist of more than
one photograph, but each print submitted
must have on the back of it a title. If a
photograph is given a general or fancy title

the real name of the place shown also must
while the com-.

and age also

Magazine, Road,

asked to decide from the
given what engine name is

to give also the number,
class, wheel arrangement and title of the
owning company.

Liverpool JS," and the entry must have
clearly written on it the name and address

be written on the
petitor's name a
must be given.

It is not necessary that the developing
and printing should have been done
the competitor. can ve been
carried out professionally, so long as the
entrant himself has made the

of the competitor. n if all the engine

are the clues: 1. Father of the Seas;
2. Famou* for its Heights; 3. Ligbtgiven; 4.
Coloured Glove; 5, Coolinn; 6. It is necessary to
put this when the Talis are slippery; 7. Famous
rock; 8, Scientist; 9. Made at the beginning of
every year; 10. Royal Angler; 11, Songster;
12, Part of a ship and a City; 13. Fought in the
Arena; 14. From a Lighthouse; 15. He built the
Pen-y-Darran Locomotive; 16. Deck of a ship,
also a lamp.

Some of these are direct and easy, but
lers are decidedly tricky. Perhaps the

easiest of thrift is the first, which may be

names concerned cannot be found an
entry should be sent in, for there will be
a large number of prizes, including con-
solation prizes, and every competitor
should bear in mind that others may not

Competitors should take care to avoid
including in their photographs any scenes
or objects of military, naval or Air Force
in

Entries will be divided into two on*.

be any more himself in

A for readers aged 16 and over, and B for

those under 16, and in each section prizes

ues, or more
in the remaining details

following
trious in

required.

The competition will be divided into the
usual two sections, for I Tome and Overseas

and in each there will

and 5/

of 15/ 7/6 respec be

prizes of
with several consolation prizes. The closing

awarded. There will be similar sections and
prizes for Overseas readers, with consola-

tion prizes in each section.

in this month's competition
addressed "August Photo Con-

test
* Meccano

The
dates are: Home section,

31st December.
August;

Liverpool IS."
Home section,

section, 31st December.

azine, Binns Road,
dates are:

August; Overseas
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NOT LIKELY]

*»

"When is the next train to Albany?"
"Twelve o'clock, ^
"What, isn't there one before thai?"
"No, sir. We never run one before the next/

1

•

Tramp (to pal}: Luumu. Hill
tea like that, It's

cap, as I do.
11

plain ignorance
don't
—fan it

on your
with vemi

• • *

American Car Conductor: "Next station Is
Wait junction, Chang* cars for Manch Chunk, Squee^
dunk, Quakake and Podunk, Huki ndaqua, Castasaqua,
Mecanaqua and Tamaqua/ 1

Brakeroan (at other end of tar}: "Same at this end/'

• * * *

A Dublin doctor sent a hill to a lady as follows:
I'To coring your husband till he died/ 1

a •

During recent military exercises one side captured
the other's general. An envoy was sent to negotiate
his exchange.
"We wiU give you four colom-ls for him," said the

envoy.
The offer *as declined.
"Eight majors?"

"What, then?"
"We have given the matter most careful considera-

tion, and the least we can accept is two dozen tins of
condensed milk."

• * • *

Teacher: "What happened in the year 1809?"
Johnny: "Lincoln was born."
Teat-hen "Correct, Now, what happened in 1812?"
johnny (after a pause): "Lincoln had bis third

Wrthdav. M

• « •

"You know," said Mrs. Jones. "Mv husband plavs
the organ."

"If things don't improve." replied Mrs. Smithimprove, replied Mi
My husband will have to get one, too."

• * *

"So you're taring to be a doctor?"
"Yes, sir."

."And why have you decided upon that profession?"
"Well, a doctor is the only man that is paid whether

his work is satisfactory or not!"

A soldier went to his colonel and asked for leave to
go home to help his wife with Jut spring cleaning.
"I don't tike to refuse you/* said the colonel, "but
I've just received a letter from your wife sayir that
yon are of no use around the house*1

* The soldier
saluted and turned to go. At the door he slopped,
turned and remarked: "Colonel , there are two persons

this regiment who handle the truth loosely, and
I'm one of them. I

fm rmt married."

*

HUM l>- BACKED!

Tonv (seeing a Camel for the
Dad! fsn't that horse warped."

MORE TONGUE TWISTERS
Bob bought a black back bath brush
Frank threw Fred thm- frt>s tbrows,

*

Sergeant: "Occupation?"
Recruit: "Well, niy gov'nor

of money and I ran through
The Sergeant wrote down:

it.
«

,

and left me a pot

"Brass finisher/*

* *

OBVIOUSLY!

"Good gracious Marvl More dishes
"No, Mum, less!"

>•>

• •

Jack: "How can one avoid falling

Bob: "jump out of the way,"
hair?'

•

Dick: "What has four legs and can jump as high as
the Nebon Column?"
Tim: "A dead horse."
Dick:

"# But a dead horse can't jump."
Tim: "Neither can the Nelson Column. 1 *

* •

A picknicker, close by Nuneaton,
A part of his meal left uneaten,

Said in terms a bit bitter,

"Get that uneaten Nuneaton bun eaten."

* • * #
-

Uncle: "How many times have you been spanked
at school this week?"
Johnny: "I don't take any notice of what's going

on behind my back."

• * • *

Customer: "Does a man with as little hair as I've
got have to pay full price to have it cut?"

Barber: "Yes, and sometimes more. We usually
charui* double when we have to hunt for the hair,"

• • • •

Landlord: "I intend to raise your rent next month.**
Tenant: "That's kind of you. I was just wondering

going to raise it myself/*how I was going

*

"In the Arctic they live on candles and blubber/'
"Well, if 1 had to eat candles, I think I would, too/'

* •
11When I was a lad," said the million aire* who was

telling his friends some of bis troubles in early life,
11
1 worked in a mine in Devonshire, and after five

years' hard work saved enough to buy a bicycle.*'

There was a gasp of astonishment, "Not long after
this Mother bee very ilL I Jumped on my bicycles

and rode to 'London, just in lime to hear the doctor
say that Devon air was the only thing that would
save her life. His audience gasped,
"You didn't take her back/' they said.

"No," replied the millionaire* "1 dragged the old
bike into the room, let the wind out of the Lyres,

and Mother's alive to-day/*

• *

THIS MONTH 1

- HOWLER
The difference between air and water

ran be made jvetter and water cannot
that air

SAFETY LAST
Young Aeronaut; "The mater's awfully good to me*

She gave me this aeroplane as a birthday present/*
His friend: "Verv nice. What did vour father give

you?"
"Oh, he insured my life for a couple of thousand/*

Little boy: "Apof of toffee lids all yads/*
The shop assistant took down a box labelled "Toffee

Babies'
1 and gave him a ba'porth* all lads*

• •

i

isBoss {to new office-boy who is two hours late):

"Do you gee this watch, my boy?"
Boy: "Gosh, what a beauty! Where did you find it?**

* • *

li

The Sunday morning visitor to the Navy yard
approached a "sentry*

"Can you direct me to H.M.S. 'SafanT' be asked.
Never heard of it/

1

said the sentry,
"That's odd," said the stranger, .x± he readied w

his pocket for a newspaper clipping and read: "Next
Sunday, the Navy yard chaplain will preach on Satan,
the great destroyer."

* i

A small boy at the 200 asked why the giraffe had
such a long neck.
/'Well, you see/

1

said the keeper gravely, "the
giraffe's head is so fat removed from his body that a
lone: nerk is absolutely necessary/

1

• *

Golfing Novice: "I seem to be improving. Can you
see any difference?"
Fed-up Caddy: "Yus—you've *ad your 'air cut."

* • * •

Father: "When I was a tittle bov, I always ate the
crusts."

Willie: "Did you like them?"
Father: "Of course I did!"
Willie: **Thcn vou have mine.

..

•

Customer: "1 suppose I can sit here till I starve!"
Waiter; "Sorrvt No, sir—we (lose at ten o'clock,"

• * *

The schoolmaster was explaining to his class of small
boys the nature of common fractions.

"If I take a potato, cut it in half, then in quarters,
arid then in halves again, what shall 1 have?"

"Chips, sir/
1 was the unexpected response!

•

A Scotsman's dog stole
butcher's shop.

bit of meat from a

Is that vour dou?" asked the butcher.
"It was/r

said the Scotsman, "but he's keeping
, now."

"Sonny, step over and see how old
Harris is this morning/

'

Sonny fern his return): "Seventy*three years, six

months* and two days, she savs."

9

A man went round to see one of his pals, and as he
wasn't about he asked the wife where he was*
"He's upstairs/' said the wife, "Would you like

to go up?"
"Ay/ he said and went up,
"'Ello/' he said to his paL "What ar

#

t doing?"
"Paintii/ I'mangle/'
"But what did ta bring t'mangle up *ecr for?"
Cos t'paint were up l

ere/
1• it

*

A negro doing a hauling job was told he could not
get his money until he submitted a statement of his

account.
After much meditation he evolved the following

bill: "Three comes and three goes, at threepence a
went, Is. fid/'

«

"Are you going to the lecture to-night?"
"Yes."
"I advise vou to stay awav. It's sure to be awfully

boring/'
"Flu afraid I can't get out of it—I'm the lecturer!"

• »

MISTAKEN IDENTITY
~

..•

Plumber: "I've come to
kitchen/'
Tommv: 4

' Mot her, here's

gee the old geyser in the

:tor to see cook."
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WARTIME BOOK OPPORTUNITY FOR EVERY READER OF 'MECCANO MAGAZINE i
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HE book moment great work that everyone must have NOW -"BRITAIN'S
WONDERFUL FIGHTING FORCES/ 1 which every reader of the ''Meccano Magazine'*

to-day invited to accept. In 400 pages, nearly 100,000 words, and 400 vivid photographs, sectional
wings and diagrams, this amazing book shows and explains in detail,

marvels and secrets of Britain's Fighting Forces
Arm—Of what consists— How everything works,

Navy,
the FIRST TIME.

Force and Fleet

So tremendous is the demand for this work that the first edition was completely sold out
new but strictly limited edition has been and, and readers are given this one op-por-

tunity to secure a copy. Don't miss it. You may never attain be able to secure such an si mazing
book bargain
vet it you i

ere is no telling what the value of this book will be in

msliingly low
months' time

All applications will be dealt with in sinct rotation Yoo Remittance and Ordei
below ONCK!

just thousands

Our defence* against invasion— How bombing
and dive- bombing art carried out How lighters

attack- Types of Warships and their um—How
funs find the range— How a submarine works
How minesweepers work How mines are laid

How all kinds of big guns are made and fired Types
of tanks and how they work- How rifles, machine-
guns, anti-tank guns work etc., etc.

*#»•* M|)

I W
•# '

£-
- *

fascinating things dealt \\i

:-i
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A* fL«
J

*»

HOW A BREN GUN WORKS, Britain'9 mighty ««' Army
and- tls weapons on parade*

m_ am

.

I

,

\
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*. *ti* i
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_
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HOW A FIGHTER WORKS. Reduced illustration

of one of the over 400 amazing photographs and
diagrams at fA/3 magnificent volume.

imm \$v*t*ri*

******
tfMitt #

i i

m**t*$mtj§\

'Saturn*

i

<i

HOW A GRUI8
mighty Capital Ship

mAmk

8. TA* Navy's here/ From the nnaflest Patrol ifvat to rt*
amorous rfidgrows aik/ photos like the

throughout this Wonder Hook of the A$e!
one above appear
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HOW AW AKTT-TANK GUN WORKS, Another reduced
tUustration of one of the over 400 illustrations in this

remarkable work.

There are two Editions: Stan arc! and De Luxe. For
he STANDARD EDITION, bound in Blue Morocco-
Grained Art Bookclotli, enibosscd in Gold* all you send
b only 3/3, plus l/-( which includes carriage, packing,
insurance, etc.. 4/3 in all. For the DE LUXE EDITION,

in Scarlet Morocco-Grained Art Lea then-loth,
embossed in REAL 22-CARAT GOLD, all you send is

only 4/3, plus 1/-, which includes carnage, packing,
Insurance, etc* Everyone with a friend or relative in the
Forces wants this book. Apply at once.v DO THIS NOW

Pill in the Order Labels on Right
Edition

indicate

cd
Be sure to

and affix a Fenny Stamp to space
on Label "B° for Special Privilege printed mailer and
post at once together with a Postal Order for the correct
•imount according to the Edition required lo:

%\
ODHAMS PRESS LTD.,

Fighting Forces" Book Dept.,
K.M.M.P., Kings Langley, Herts.

Make Postal Order payabk* to Odhams Press LtcLj and
ross / and Co./* Write your name and address on ih
back and keep counterfoil narefullv— Do, not delay

—

Remember, supplies arc- strictly limited and it \s a
case of First urae. First Served—Apply NOW

I

i

a A .c

CUT HERE—DO NOT SEPARATE LABELS

BRITAIN'S WONDERFUL FIGHTING FORCES

APPLICATION FORM
Odhams Press Ltd,, Book Deph, K.M.M.P., Kings Langley; Herts.

STANDARD
EDITION Cross out Edition

NOT required and
enclose the appro-
priate Reminance

DE LUXE
EDITION

t

include carnage, packing, insurance,

BOOKS WITH CARE
AGE PAID HOME

****** ****«* <« **.*»*#-* * *RtfM ft

ftDDRESS »
•

TOWN

COUNTY I

Ofter applies iiniy to Gt Britain, N. Ireland and Eire- I»

tindelivc red return to Odhams Prrss Ltd, Book Salte Dept.
Kings l^nplev Herts

K.M.M.P. Aug. 1941

• ** .*.... 4b. ...... -r I

i
A

: Penny Stamp
J must be
• firm I v
• affixed hen*
• by you
: Wrlle below in

J
Block Letters

i

i

i

r

I

I

i

I

#«M*M-.##-

NAME

* f t « ft 1 * * * * * * * # * «* ft «<•««« *!«•« ft fl««**b* •«***«««

i I LL POSTAL ADDRESS

K.M.M.P. Aug. 1941
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ri»e identity ie man whoii first fitted pedal% on

Uie front wkeel axie (ae memo o prop ulSion VirkicK

obtained unti the introduction of t ie ena

subject ot con troversv*y B„t tL
«

IS

in -drive) it th

little doubt that tk

e

e

first man to peJals to a hi yicveie was Kirlpat rick

Macniinati. a k Sill itlm o D, trii mines'9 1whose crcie

had i ts i ear whee dr\riven y
* •

cranks atiU $*tti<<in^ u ers.

. . . Birr NO SINGLE INVENTION in the history of

cycling compares in importance with John Boyd DUNLOP*s

introduction, in 1888, of the pneumatic tyre, which was,

and remains, the most outstanding achievement of all.

Simplicity Is the keynote of this

new building system, by means of
which the youngest children cin build

all kinds of models with the greatest
of ease.

A fine model of a Motor Van
built with Outfit No. 1.

No. DINKY BUILDER OUTFIT
This Outfit contains a good assort-

ment of Dinky Builder parts (Includ-
ing two road wheels), with which a

splendid range of models can be built.

The Instruction Folder Included gives
examples of 40 models.

List Price 4/- Price w Tax 5/-

No. 1 DINKY BUILDER OUTFIT
This splendid Outfit contains a varied selection of parts,

four road wheels for constructing miniature whee
Manual included shows a total of 56 fine models.

toys.

Including a set of
The instruction

List Price 8/- Price with Tax 9/9

2 DINKY BUILDER OUTFIT
The parts in this fine Outfit make possible the construction

of miniature model furniture and other wonderful models,
for building 74 models are given*

List Price 12/3 Price with Tax tS/~

of six groups
instructions

No. 3 DINKY BUILDER

OUTFIT

This is the largest Outfit in the
series, and its model-building
ossibilitres are almost limitless.

t if the ideal gift for young boys
gins.

The parts contained in this

Outfit can be used over and over
again to make hundreds of diff-

erent models.

List Pricet7/3 Price with Tax 21/- No, O Dinky Builder Outfit,

MECCANO LTD, - BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13

U9 Complttf Modtl Railway

List Pnee

M8 Complete Model Railway

M9 Complete Model Railway

M10 Complete Model Railway

M11 Complete Model Railway

Price with Tax
• «

• •*

r v *

P..

* * *

» • *

1 7/3
21/9
34/6
47/-

21/-
26/6
42/-
57/6

MECCANO BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13
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CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS
IN YOUR OWN LABORATORY

Post Free OFFER of

SAMPLE PARCEL
containing many
scful nieces of

CHEMICAL
APPARATUS

Write also for

FREE PRICE LIST
of other Sets.

(Scientific Deo!. G). 60. High St..

Stake Newlngtan. London N.1G

To HORNBY FANS and
MODEL RAILWAY ENTHUSIASTS
Set of four magnificent Plates ot Railway Engines in

their correct colouring and details:

L—L.M.S, "ROYAL SCOT"
2.—L.N.E.R. "ROYAL LANCER"
3.—G.W.R. "KING EDWARD VII"
4.—S.R, "LORD NELSON"

Each plate 14 tns, by 91 ins. beautifully printed on stout

cartridge paper. Set of 4 complete, post free 1/3*

F.WARNE & CO. LTD.. 1. Bedford Court. LONDON W.C.2

BOTTLED MODELS
Th iis ooklet Reveals Secret

FASCINATING PROFITABLE
FAMOUS OLD SHIPS—FULLY RIGGED

MADE IN MINIATURE
AND SEALED INSIDE BOTTLES

Full expert instructions of this simple and
interesting hobby sent on receipt of l|6 P.O.

Finished Models Purchased
MODELS, "Waysid*," KINGSWEAR, DEVON

II

PENGUIN
IT II

SKYBIRDS
n

"Penguin" Wellington Bomber 1 6/3. "Gladiator" 5/-.

"Hurricane" 516. "Spitfire" 5/6.

"Skybirds" "Defiant" 3/8. "Fairey-Battlc" 4/6.
"F.E.8" 3/8. "Blackburn Shark" 5f6.
"B.E.2C" 3f-. "Siskin 1 1 1 A" 3/8.

Alt above 6d. extra for postage. Secure our list

Post Free Now,
George D. Campbell. Model Dcpt. M. 46. High St.. Dumfries

WHEN WRITING TO
Readers are urged to observe the following points

when writing to advertisers:

1. Mention the "M.M." and any special reference
number Quoted In the advertisement. This helps
the advertisers to give prompt attention.

2. See that the full amount of the price and any
postage is included, it Is unfair to expect adver-
tisers to fulfil their undertakings promptly if short

are sent.

S. 6IVE YOUR FULL ADDRESS.

THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
MECCANO MAGAZINE. Binns Rd., LIVERPOOL 1

3

Readers of the "M.M, 1
' have bought hundreds of

Wilson 4 mm. scale forward control lorry construe-
B

ttonal kits. Satisfaction has been expressed by the

high percentage of repent orders. Two kits of interest

ore the Super Luton 7J6* and the Super Van 316.

postage 3d. each.

Full illustrated list with up-to-date kit list. 6d* post

free. 3d* refunded on first order.

. MURRAY WILSON
SOUTH MORETON, DIDCOT, BERKS,

FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS

m

f

FUN
FOR
ALL

PAIR
POST
FREE

Ball Bearing Wheels,
Rubber Cushions, Toe
Grips. British Make.
For All Ages, 7-15.

HEDGE'S
CYCLE SPECIALISTS

NEATH. GLAM.

CONVERT TOUR COACHES TO L.M.S.. C.W.R. or S.R.
with T. & H.'s Litho Papers. Slight cutting only
necessary. 1/6 per set for 3 coaches. Also your own
P.O. Wagons, Botsover, Charrington, P.O. P., Alloa.
etc. 4 on sheet Bd. Sheet of General Railway Station

Notices, 6d. Sheet of Doors, Windows, 6d.

Slate Roof Sheet
Concrete Blocks
New Brickwork
Window Paper
IBIackorSilver)

Red Tiles
English Bond

Brick

Old Stonework
Smoky Brickwork
Red Freestone

Yellow Rubble Bovril Adverts.

3d. per sheet
(20 different)

P0STA6E1-11 Sheets 2id,extra. 12-18 Sheets 3d. extra.

BOOKS: "Modern L.M.S. Locos." 1/-, by post 1/3
"L.N.E.R. Locomotives" 1/-. by post 1/3
"Scale Railway Modelling" 7/6, by post 8/-

"Electric Model Railways" 2/-. by post 2/4

Tyldesley & Holbrook. 108. Deansgate. Manchester 3

WANTED Modern gauge 00 toy railways,
gauge engines* transformers,

GIORGII, 11, FRIARS STRUT, IPSWICH

MECCANO
LUBRICATING OIL

Before commencing to operate
a Meccano model, or to run
a Hornby Train, all gears and
bearings should be oiled
thoroughly with Meccano Lubri-
cating Oil Thii oil is specially

prepared and Is of the right
consistency for the purpose.

Price per bottle, 10d,

(Purchase Tax 2d* extra].

Meccano Ltd*, Blnnt Road
Liverpool 13

HE si

use

est and cheapest way of attaining absolute realism in your models is to

icine. Bridges, embankments, trams, aeroplanes, ships, can all be made
to look "life-like" with the addition of this famous modelling material.

Prices and full particulars on application.

B
*

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD., 99. BATHAMPTON, BATH

If You're
ar in

3.Zy you won't read

« talk. If you're not—if you have
facta—you will want

i

the courage to

to know what special effort on your part

will enable you to get on.

a you 11

always wish for succeot but never do any-

thing about it. The earth is cluttered with

that kind of man.

Butf You're a Fighter
you will set about doing something. You'll

get the special necessary training that r.ts

you for a good position and good pay.

The I.C.S.—International Correspondence

Schools—offers you that training. There it

none better, none more convenient for the

student. Let us tell you all about it. just

fill in the coupon below or write to us in

any other way.
COUPON FOR FREE IO0KLET -

INTERNATIONA i

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dapt. 218, International Building*

Klngsway, London W.C.2
(las PENNY Stamp on UNSEALED Envelope)

Flcate Aend me free booklet dticnfeing l.C.S. Courses
in the subject I hive marked X. IasiumenoobliiBuan.

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISINS
AERONAUTICAL ENI
A8RICMLTURE
AIR CONDITIONS!
ARCHITECTURE
S00K-KEEPIHI
IVILDINI
UtINESS TRAINIM1

CHEMICAL ENI.
CIVIL EHIINEERINI
COMMERCIAL ART
DIESEL ENIINEERINI
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENI.
FRENCH AND SPANISH
IENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE

JOURNALISM
LETTERING
MARINE ENIINEERINI
MECHANICAL ENI.
MINI NB
MOTOR ENIINEERINI
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENI.
SCIENTIFIC M'l'MENT
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITINI
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANVPI
WINDOW DRESSfHI
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAIEMEHT

INSURANCE
EXAMINATIONS:

, Professional. Civil Sinks. Matrlcalattoa.Tteho

State your

Name

here.. a -* a »*#»****»*««» + +»•**. fr*ia*aq**a-i

Aft

ress -

* • * a> m m m + ** ««"*M*IMI«I***** a * a, *-*-* *******

Qreatest, largest and most

famous of ait institutions de-

votedtmspare-time training by

the postal method. Branches

in30 countries, students in SO.
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READERS
AND WANTS

Readers should note thai all adveriisem&ixs of Hornby
Train* and other Meccano products included in this

coin mil relaie to items no longer featured in the catalogue*
Advertisements of current products cannot he accented
for this column

Wanted* Wireless Components, -especially

stone
11

Coils and Condensers.— Hifrbexd, S.unnysidc,
West Lavijtpton, Wilts,

Sale. Hobbies AJ Kretiaachinc; 30/- &/F-; good
condition.—Atiberton, 196. St. Amies Rnad, Blackpool

Wanted. Old Meccano Instruct ion Manuals in good
condition^ over four years old. Stare price.-—Box
No. M.40.

Large quantity Ked-Green Meccano, Gears* etc.,

sold separately; 35 in,m. Cinematograph Films, 100 ft.

for 2/6.—239; Broadwav t Southall, Middlesex.

Sale. "Meccano *

December 1040- Four missing

it January 1&27
March, May 1 927,

April 1*28, June 1933, Excellent condition. Will sell

all or part, offers,—Taskert 39, Northgate, Barnsley.

Wanted, 22 Barrel for Webiey Senior Air Pistol.

Gowar, 5, ClaremoiH Koad, London E-3J-

Sate- Bayko S*t No. 6, almost perfect, 25/-.
Stabler, 16, Rosrhill Avenue, Horsell, Woking,

n itMECCANO MAGAZINE
SPRING BACK BINDER

There is no better way of keeping your Maga
.

zincs clean and tidy than by binding them In

one of the special binders we supply.

cse binders have
stiff backs,
with black

Strong
covered
imitation

fully

lettered

large

eather, taste-

tooled, and

gold.

binder holds 12
m

arc

The

nzint's price 4/
(Purchase Tax lid. extra)

post free. The *

binder
Hagarlnes

holds 6

price

{Purchase Tax 7d, extra)

post free

MECCANO LTD.
BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13

Wealth from the Sea

The sea is a vast storehouse of precious
metals and materials of all kinds. So far

most oi these have proved useless to us,

and even salt, the most abundant of the
ocean's treasures, can only be obtained
from sea water economically in certain

favou of the
Sun's heat can be utilised.

where the
is even

gold in the sea. washed down into it alone
with other metals in solution, and it could
be extra
more

In

, but the cost would be far

the value of the metrl itself,

of and other difficulties.

an American chemical company
the

ing a
water. This

by announcing that it was
nt to extract bromine from

has now in

operation for considerable time, and treats
200,000 gallons of sea water a minute. The
bromine extracted is used in making ethyl
bromide, an ingredient of the liquid added
to petrol to prevent "knocking" in
engines of motor vehicles.

The same company lias now begun work
on a plant to extract the metal magnesium
from the waters of the Gulf of Mexico.
Details of the process to be adopted are

not at present available, but it is expected
that more than 12,000,000 lb, of magnesium
will be produced in a year in this new
factory. Thus a further step has been taken

the process of putting to practical use
the inns of of treis ure that has
been sunk in the ocean.
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itWAR PLANES ft

This 24-page booklet contains photographs
and detailed drawings of 23 aircraft showing
the salient points that aid the Identification of

British and enemy bombers and fighters. The
descriptive matter includes constructional
details, particulars o? engines and armament,

dimensions and performance* Price 1/3
From all booksellers, bookstaLl$

t etc-, or direct

[post free] from the Publishers 1

.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS CO.
Tulketh Chambers, SOUTHPORT

. .

AIRCRAFT, List No. 1 2 contains ovar 1,500 titles

of British and enemy aircraft photographs, including

bombers and fighters. Supplementary List No. 1 271

Of over thirty new additions i& now ready.

RAILWAYS* List No, 18 (entirely re-arranged]

includes ovei 2,500 title*, engines, etc,

SHIPS* List No. 4 contains over 1,000 lilies of naval

vassels, liner*, sailing ships, tankers, etc*

Any one of above lists will be sent [post freel with

specimen photograph and copy of R.P. NEWS"
1

for 6d.

All photographs post card size, 4d. each or 3f- per do*,

post free.

Real Photographs. Tulketh Chambers, Southport

HAWK MOTH CATERPILLARS!
» 3/6 do** Eyed Hawks 2/6 dot; Poplar Hawks

2/- do*.; Lrrne "Hawks 2/6 doi.; Elsphant Hawks 2/6 do? ;

COMPREHENSIVE FOOD-PLANT UST FREE WITH ALL CASH
ORDERS! Atso Swallow-tails 5/- dor.; Kentish Glory 5/- doz .;

«nd Emperats 2/6 doz. Note -postage 4d. extra

APPARATUS: Butterfly nms complete 3/-,- Breeding cages.

small 3/-, large 5/*; Relaxing tins 3/6; Selting boards from

6d 10 2/6 each (post 6d. extra). Write to:

L. HUGH NEWMAN
"Butterfly Farm." Bexley. Kent

I

I

I

244 I
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I
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Registered tit GiJ .f)., London, for transmission by
GfuirJi/.'tiiG Magazine I
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EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telegrams: **Meccauo, Liverpool.
1 '

Publication Date. The "M.M." is published on
the 1st of each iiionlh and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent;
price Gd. per copy, It will Ik* mailed direct from
this office, 4/- for six issties and 8/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors. The Editor will consider artides

and photographs o! general Interest and payment will

be made for those publish.-. 1. Whilst every care will

be taken oi articles, etc., submitted, the Editor cannot
accept responsibility for any loss or damage- A
damped a<ldre&sed envelope of the requtsile size should
be sent where the contribution is to be returned if

Private advertisements
unacce

Readers' Sales and Wants.
(i.e., not trade) ar^ charged Id. per word, minimum I/-

Cash with order. Editorial and Advertising matters
should not he dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average seven

words to the line), or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines

to the inch). Cash with order.
and

in

men j.

Display. Quotations for space bookings,

latest net sale figures, will be wut on request.

Press Day t
etc* Copy should be sent as early

the month as possible for insertion in following issue.

We usually close for press on or before 6th of

month for following issue. Half-tone blocks up
100 screen

-

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when poSSlb]e|

for space bookings of not less than half-an»inch*

I Sent free to advertisers booking

to

Voucher c_,
one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers

should add «d. to their remittance and should order

voucher copv at same time*

Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should be

made payable to Meccano

Or ingthe"M.M. erseas

Readers Overseas may order ihe "Meccano Manasine"
from regular Meccano dealers or direct from this office.

rice and subscription rate-; are as above, except

where the price Is t/- per copy
the subscription rates 7/-

for 1.2 months (post free}
and

in Australia,
(postage extra),

for six months and 14/
and Canada, where the price is 10c. per eopy^and ttatf

subscription rates 65c. for sis months, antl $1.25 for

12 months (post paid).
, .

"I he U.S.A. price is 15c, per copy, and the subscription

rates $1 and 52 for 6 and 12 months respectively

(post tee). .- - l. - - .

Overseas readers are reminded that the prices

shown throughout the "M.M," are those relating to

the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. Current

Overseas Price Lists of Meccano products will be mailed

free on request to any of the undermentioned ageucies.

Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained

direct from the hrms concerned.

CANADA: Meccano Ltd., 187-189. Church St., Toronto.

UNITED STA1ES: Meccano Co. of America Inc..

New Haven, (. oim.. Meccano Co. of Amenta
Inc., 200, Fifth Av., New York.

A I >TRAHA: Messrs. E. G Page & Co.,

Clarence- Street. Sydney, N.b.W.
ZEALAND: Models Limited, Third
Paykel's Buildings, 9, Anzac Avenue (P.O.

Bos 129), Auckland, CI.
i AFRICA: Mr. A. E. Harris {P.O. Box 1199),

142, Market Street, Johannesburg.

INDIA: Karachi: Daryanamal & Bros., Hlphinstone

Street, Bombay: Bombay Sports Dtpot,

Talao. Calcutta: Bombay Sports

Depot, 2, Lindsay Street. Madras: Bom-
bay Sports Depot, 162, Mount Road.

NEW
52,

Floor.

THE HORNBY & MECCANO
SCHEMES BEEN TEMP ILY

SUSPENDED
MECCANO LTD * BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13

%
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The thrill of Meccano mode u ildi

mlak
ng never enas

thi

ere is always something new to

e and something new to invent
—

Ask your dealer for prices or write direct to Meccano Ltd.

Binns Road, Liverpool 13, for a copy of the latest price list
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